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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this Thesis, the results of mathematically rigorous investigOons of oceanic 

motions on the Synoptic and Acoustic scales are reported. This specific choice of 

models has been dictated to a large extent by the importance of motions on these 

scales in Physical Oceanography and to a lesser extent by their mathematical 

tractability. Motions on these scales have been studied at a formal level by 

Oceanologists and Fluid Dynamicians. Here, the emphasis on one hand is on 

rigour and on the other, on obtaining some information on sone of the results 

uncovered in numerical modelling. At all times uncontrolled approximations are 

avoided. The investigations reported in this Thesis go far beyond merely 

justifying or clarifying the work of Oceanologists and Fluid Dynamicians. As all 

the models considered are of Dynamical Systems with infinitely many degrees of 

freedom, the work reported in this Thesis may be regarded a; an attempt at 

understanding Infinite Dimensional Dynamical Systems, albeit through specific 

examples. 



One of the most interesting questions that arise in Oceanography is the one 

on the existence and the characterization of Statistical Stationary States of the sea. 

The world's oceans are by no means closed physical systems. A number of modes 

of dissipation are available. Further, Oceanic motion is driven by turbulent winds. 

These turbulent winds, notably storms, rage for a few days or for a few weeks as in 

the case of monsoons. The spatial scales of these turbulent winds is of the order of 

tens of Kilometers. Motions on the Meso and Synoptic scales are driven by these 

randomly fluctuating winds. The situation is analogous to that of a Brownian 

particle. As the Oceans have existed for thousands of years, it is conceivable that 

the actual state of the sea is a Statistical Stationary Stitt which is the 

asymptotic state attained by the system. At this moment of time, the scenario 

pictured above,, cannot be explored fully by any analytical tools, as in this case 

one is obliged to deal with a Langevin Equation in an infinite dimensional space. 

Numerous computer simulations indicate that such a final equilibrium Statistical 

Stationary State for planetary scale oceanic phenomena may indeed exist. Thus 

investigation of statistical equilibria is important and meaningful. 

There are two serious questions involved in the analysis of the Statistical 
1 

Stationary States. The first one is the construction of model. specific Probability 

Measures on the phase space of the system and the second one is the 

demonstration of its invariance under evolution. Constriction of invariant 
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Probability Measures for Dynamical Systems with infinitely t  many degrees of 

freedom, whose phase space is an infinite dimensional function space, is by no 

means trivial. Marsden (1980) and Marsden and Weinstein (1983) express the hope 

that these measures may turn out to be akin to the Wiener Measure. Cornfeld, 

Fomin and Sinai (1982 ), while recognizing the importance of finding appropriately 

defined invariant measure on the phase space of Dynamtpat Systems with 

infinitely many degrees of freedom, advocate the study of specipc models. At the 

heart of the matter is the unpalatable fact that infinite dimension6l linear spaces do 

not admit Lebesgue Measures. Even when the systems are Hamiltonian system, on 

a weak Symplectic Manifold modelled after a Hilbert space no general techniques 

are available. Although the Symplectic form is invariant and a version of 

Darboux Theorem is available, the form does not give rise to a volume element 

on the phase space. Thus every model appears to requirei its own specific 

technique for the construction of invariant Probability Measures on the phase 

space. In view of this, in this thesis a model of relevance to Oceanology and which 

is not artificial is investigated. 

The model chosen for investigation is the Two Layer Quasi-Geosttophic• 

model. A succinct account of the derivation of the model is presented in Chapter 

II. The techniques for construction of the measure is straight forward, but rather 

complex, if one were to follow the techniques of Albeverio et. al. (1979). It is 

3 



shown that a two parameter family of measures { P a.Y }, where a,y >0 exists. 

There are other techniques which are effective for the construction of these 

probability measures. One is an extension of the method invented by Nelson 

(1967) for the construction of the Wiener Measure. One serious problem one faces 

in adopting either of these techniques is that gleaning of information about the 

support of these measures involves considerable labour. In view of this absence 

of transparency, this technique have been relegated to Appendix B. The proof of the 

invariance of the constructed measures is reduced to the proof of the Self-

adjointness of an unbounded symmetric operator on 12 .  (P.. y  ). This technique is 

an old one much favoured by ergodic theorist and is due to von-Neumann and 

Koopmann (see Chapter II). While it has been shown that this operator has equal 

Deficiency Indices and therefore Self-adjoint Extensions, it has not been possible 

to demonstrate its Essential Self-adjointness. However it's Symmetry and the fact 

that the function 1 is in it's null space implies that the measure is infinitesimally 

invariant i.e. for short time evolution. The problem of global invariance of the 

Probability Measure constructed has been left open. It is worth noting that so far 

no proof of the global existence of the solution of the initial value problem for a 

Two Layer Quasi-Geostrophic model appears to be known. 

On the other extreme of the Spatio-Temporal scales lies the problem of 

evolution of acoustic disturbances in a Sea with Random Density Inhomogeneities. 

4 



This problem has been investigated at a formal level using various uncontrolled 

approximations by Physicists and Oceanologists. (Vide: Flatte et. al. (1979),Tatarskii 

(1961) ). Generally, it is assumed that the acoustic disturbance is monochromatic 

and the Reduced Wave Equation is investigated. The study of such random reduced 

wave equations involves the study of the spectral properties of the Laplacian 

Operator perturbed by a Random Potential. Such random operators, called 

Random Schrodinger Operators, have been investigated at great length by 

Physicists in connection with the Electronic Spectra in Disordered Solids ( vide: 

Carmona et. al. (1990) ). In the theory of Random SchrOdinger Operators, one 

deals with a collection of random operators in a single fixed Hilbert Space. The 

assumption of strict Statistical Homogeneity of the random potential simplifies 

the problem enormously. Ergodic properties of the spectra of such random 

operators have been extensively studied by Kirsch et. al. (1982) and Kirsch 

(1985). In sharp contrast to this, the study of Cauchy problem for an acoustic 

disturbance in a medium with Random Density Inhomogeneity requires the 

consideration of an ensemble of tuilx)unded operators each of which acts in a 

distinct Hilbert space. This situation forces one to study Random Fields of 

Operators, which define Measurable Operator-Valued Sections in a Measurable 

Hilbert Bundle. Such structures have not been studied in the past. The assumption 

of strict Statistical Homogeneity of the random density variations, allows one to 

induce an action of the additive group le on the Base Space f of the 

5 



Hilbert Bundle, where ( fl 	P ) is a Probability Space. One finds a group of 

isomorphisms between the Fibers over different points of the base space located 

on the same orbit. The values of the Operator-Valued Sections at different 

points located on the same orbit are also related by unitary transformations. The 

assumption of Ergodicity of the density variations allows one to study the 

Ergodicity of some spectral properties of this class of Random Fields of 

Operators. The relation of spectral properties of this random field to the 

localization or de-localization of waves is unknown. Even in the deterministic case, 

no investigations seem to have been made in establishing a relationship between 

the spectrum of the generator of the group of evolutions and the spatial 

localization or delocalization of disturbances. 

This Thesis, as it stands on the border line between what is regarded as 

Classical Applied Mathematics and Pure Mathematics, forces a specific mode of its 

organization. The plan of this Thesis is as follows: Chapter 11 contains some 

results from Probability Theory used in the sequel. Proofs of well known Theorems 

are generally not presented. Proofs are provided wherever it was deemed absolutely 

essential. It also contains a succinct derivation of the Two Layer Quasi-Geostrophic 

Model and the associated Conservation Laws. The temptation to include the 

derivation of the Equation governing the Evolution of Acoustic Disturbances in 

media with variable density has been resisted as this is an old and well 

6 



established model. Results in Functional Analysis used in sequel being standard 

ones, are relegated to Appendix A. Chapter III deals with a critical evaluation of 

the work of ether investigators of both these models. Chapters IV and V 

constitute the main body of the Thesis. In Chapter IV, the construction of a two 

parameter family of mutually singular Probability Measures on the space of 

Generalized Vortices of the Two-layer Quasi-Geostrophic Model and the proof of 

their infinitesimal invariance are presented. Chapter V reports the results of the 

investigation of mode properties of the Spectra of operators arising in Under 

Water Acoustics. The problem is formulated ir.4 the frame work of Measurable 

Hilbert Bundles supporting a Group Action. In Chapter VI, a discussion on the 

results obtained in Chapter IV and Chapter V is presented and the 

mathematical questions that still remain to be sorted out are stated. 

7 



CHAPTER II 

MATHEMATICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL PRELIMINARIES 

In this chapter some results from Probability Theory, Measure 'Theory on 

Infinite Dimensional Linear Topological Spaces and related Functional Analysis, 

which are used in the sequel are presented. Where ever these things are standard 

results, proofs are skipped. However, the sources are clearly specified. A succinct 

derivations of the equations governing The Two Layer Quasi-Geostrophic Model 

and the associated Conservation Laws are also presented. 

II.1 MATHEMATICAL PRELINTINARIES : 

In this section only mathematical preliminaries used in the sequel are 

presented. 

11.1.1 SOME RESULTS FROM PROBABILITY THEORY: 

Let SI be a set and if be a a-algebra of subsets of II If 11 is endowed 

with a topology then the u-algebra generated by open sets is called the }3orcl 

a-algebra. (11, ) is called a Measurable Space. A Probability Measure P is a 

8 



non-negative real valued function defined on e which is countably additive 

i.e. if { A 	c 8' are mutually disjoint i.e. A i n A ;  .0 for i, j=1,2, . . . 

then 121 (y A 	=E P(A I ) and P(S1).----1. The triple { SI , 	, P } is called a 

Probability Space. 

A real valued function X : SI —• is said to be Botvi Measurable if 

Ica I X (ca )< xlet V 'cc R. Such real valued Borel Measurable Functions are 

called real Random Variables. The Distribution Function of X is the function 

from to [ 0 , 11 given by F(x) = P {co I X(w) < x 1. The distribution function 

is a right continuous monotonically increasing function. 

11.1.1.1 Definition : 

Random variables X, and X2 are said to be Independent if 

P{co Xi (co ) < x i  , X 2 (6) )< x2  1 = P{co X1 (6) )< P{ I X2(.0 )< x2  } 

for every x if R, i=1, 2 • 

11.1.1.2 Definition : 

Random variables 2C, and K2 are said to be Identically Distributed if they 

have the same distribution function. • 

Let P I  and P2  be two Probability Measures on the a-algebra e, 

9 



11.1.13 Definition : 

Probability Measure P 1  is said to be Singular with respect to P2 

( written as P 1 P 2  ) , if there exists A € e such that P (A)= 0 and 

P2 (A) = 1. • 

11.1.1.4 Definition : 

Probability Measure P 1  is said to be Absolutely Continuous with respect to 

P2 ( written as P ia‹ P2 ) if A € , P2 (A) = 0 implies P1  (A)=0. • 

11.1.1.5 Theorem : (Radon-Nikodym Theorem) 

Probability Measure Pi  is Absolutely Continuous with respect to P2 e and 

only if there exists a unique positive random variable g such that 

P I  (A) = IA  g dP2  for every A E 

Pmof : Loeve ( 1963, Page 132, Proposition B ). ■ 

If P1  is a measure on ((k, 	) and g is a positive random variable, then 

the measure P(A)= JA g dP1  is a measure on (D., 	), absolutely' continuous with 

respect to P 1 . The measure P is denoted by gdP i . 

11.1.1.6 Definition : 

Let X1  ,X2  ,X3  ... be random variables on ( 0, ). This sequence is said to 

10 



Converge Almost Surely if there exists a measurable set Di  c n with 

P(1-11)=1 such that the sequence converges point wise on fh. • 

11.1.1.7 Theorem : (Strong Law of Large Numbers) 

Let X 1 , X2 X3 ... be Independent Identically Distributed Random variables 

with finite mean m and let S o  = X1  +X 2 +. ..+X a , then S./ n —0 

m almost surely. 

Proof : Loeve ( 1963, Page 239, Proposition B ). ■ 

Let X1  ,X 2 ,X 3 ... be a sequence of Random Variables and 8' o be the 

smallest a-algebra with respect to which X, 3  k+1  , . . . are measurable. The 

a-algebra 8' = 1 8' is called the tail a-algebra and sets in 8%, are called 

the Tail Events. 8'„ measurable functions are called Tall Functions. 

11.1.1.8 Theorem : ( Kohnogorav Zero-One Law ) 

If X1  , X2 , X3 . . . are Independent Random Variables then the Tail 

Events relative to this sequence have Probability 0 or 1 and the Tail 

Functions are almost surely constant. 

Proof : Loeve ( 1963, Page 229, Proposition B ). 

11 



141.2 SOME RESULTS FROM ERGODIC 'THEORY : 

141.2.1 Definition : 

Let T fl SI be bijective, then T is said to be an Automorphism if T 

and T -1  are measurable. A 

Consider the Probability Space {SI , , P }. Let Sr be the set of measure 

preserving automorphisms of SI Let G be a group with billary operation and 

the identity element denoted by "+" and " e". G is said to act as a group of 

measure preserving transformations if there exists a homomorphism T: G -.J 

given by T(g) = T1  with TES Th = Teh and Te  = I , where I is the identity 

element of Sr . This action is said to be ergodic if A E g , T a  (A) = A 

VieG then P (A)=1 or 0. Clearly if F: SI —.18 is a measurable function 

such that F (ca )) = F(ca) V g E G then the action is ergodic if and 

only if the function F is almost surely 	constant. 

1113 KOOPMANN FORMALISM : 

• 

Let S/ , g , P } be a Probability Space and R LIct as a group of 

measure preserving automorphisms given by t 57, . Consider the 

space L2  (S1) of real valued square integrable functions on fl. Define 

12 



U, : L2  (Cl)-.Ll (Cl) by U, ( f )(w ) = f (T, (w )). It is evident that t --0 U, is 

a strongly continuous one parameter unitary group. Stone's Theorem (A.14) 

implies the existence of a Self-adjoint Operator L defined on L 2  (11) such that 

U, = e ig L  

If L is a Symmetric Operator on L 2  (fl) and L*1=--0 then P is locally 

invariant under the evolution generated by L i.e. under the unitary group 

e a a L  for t R 

11.1.4 PROBABILITY MEASURES ON INFINITE DIMENSIONAL LINEAR 

TOPOLOGICAL SPACES : 

In this section we explore the existence of measures on infinite dimensional 

real linear spaces. Specifically we are interested in measures on Real Seperable 

Hilbert spaces. As Lebesgue measures on finite dimensional linear spaces play 

an important role, one is tempted to consider Lebesgue measure on real 

Seperable Hilbert spaces. Unfortunately, as will be seen below :  a real Seperable 

Hilbert space does not admit a Lebesgue type measure. 

11.1.4.1 Proposition : 

A real Seperable Hilbert space does not admit a Lebesgue measure. 

13 



Proof: Let P be the Lebesgue Measure on the Borel a-algebra of h. Let 

};`° .i be an orthonormal basis of h. Consider the cdllection of subsets 

{ Ba  (e ) 	, where a = lb,/ and B. (e i) is an open ball about 

e with radius a. Clearly for i 96j , 	(e n 	(e )= ei i.e. they 

are mutually disjoint. Since the Lebesgue measure is translationally 

invariant 	P( B. (e 	)) 	is 

p(u7= 1 /3a(0) = 	P(Ba(e,)) is  

independent 	of 	i. Therefore 

infinite. But U 	B. (e ) is a 

bounded set. This is a contradiction, therefore the result. III 

The non existence of the Lebesgue measure on h forces one to seek 

other measures. Gaussian measures corresponding to standard normal density, are 

again a class of canonical measures on Ile , n e N. Now we enamine whether h 

supports a canonical Gaussian measure with the identity as its Covariance 

Operator. Let h be a seperable Hilbert space with inner product ((., •)) and 

corresponding norm H . H . Let P be the standard Gaussian measure on h, then 

P has the Characteristic Functional 

UV 
C (t) = e 

14 



where E e h and a > 0. 

Proposition 

No Bore! Probability Measure on h can have Characteristic Functional of 

the form exp (-a II 11 2  1 2 ) for a >0 . 

Proof : Suppose P is a measure on h with charactkristic functional 

exp(-a II 	II 2  / 2) i.e. 

-alE1 2  

Let { .} be an orthonormal basis of h. If y f h then (( y,t „ )) 	0 as 

n--.00. Therefore by Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem 

f e i(( C .  dP(x) = f lim, e' "." ' r))  dP(x) = 1 

on the other hand 

-al E.1 2  

!lino-. co P.
2 	e  2 # 

This is a contradiction. ■ 

15 



Clearly one has to consider spaces larger than Hilbert spaces in order to 

accommodate canonical Gaussian measures on linear topological spaces. The 

simplest such structure is that of a Rigged Hilbert Space or the Gel'fand Triplet 

( Gel'fand and Vilenkin (1964)). 

Countable Hilbert Space and its Dual : 
	 1 

Let D be a linear space. For n c IN, let ((.,.))„ be an inner product on 

D and IL II . the corresponding norm. Denote by h , the completion of D 

under the born II . II .. Suppose that for n s m, the norms satisfy the 

relation II x II _s II x II for x E D, then h in  c h o. Let ho, be the intersection 

of h „ i.e h = Q h „. The neighborhood basis at zero is given by the collection 

of sets S 	 , where e > 0 is arbitrary , n i  , n2 , n3  . . no, are some 

positive integers and 

{x I lixilo<e, i= 1,2,3 ..,m} 
• 

In this topology a sequence t o  converges to 	c h,„, if and only if 

16 



11E „ - E II . 	0 as n --•00 V m € IN. h. endowed with this topology is called a 

Countable Hilbert Spaces. h. is metrizable and complete and therefore a 

Frechet Space. If for n, m c IN the injection I.° : h --• h . is a Nuclear 

Operator then the space is called a Nuclear Space. 

Let h _ „ denote the dual of h .. The dual pairing between h , 

and h . is denoted by , ( . , . ). Clearly h , = U h - is the dual of h m  . The 

triplet h.c Dc h is called a Rigged Hilbert Space or a Gel'fand 

Triplet ( vide: Gel'fand and Vilenkin (1964)). 

11.1.43 Definition: 

A functional f : h 	C is said to be a Positive Definite Functional 

if for any finite collection of elements x , i = 1,2 . . .n, and complex 

numbers z , 1=1, 2 . . . n, the following inequality is valid: 

Ea f(x.-x,)z.z.o 
, 

Endow h 	with weak -* topology and let 8' be the Borel a-algebra. 

Bochner-Minlos Theorem can now be stated : 

17 



Theorem : (Bochner-Minlos Theorem) 

LetC:h.--•C be a functional with the following propenies 

1. C is Frechet continuous at '0'. 

2. C is Positive Definite. 

3. C(0) = 1 

Then there exists a unique Probability Measure on (h 	) so that for all 

E h 

dP(x) = C(E) 

Proof: Hida (1975, Proposition 3.1). III 

Example : 

The choice of the example is dictated by the requirements of this Thesis. It 

is directly relevant to the construction of Statistical Stationary Slates considered in 
3 

the sequel. This example is a direct application of the ideas of Daletskii (1967). 

Let h be a real Seperable Hilbert space and T E g (h) be a positive 

operator with Hilbert-Schmidt inverse. Let } be the eigeAvalues and { } 

be the corresponding eigenvectois. 

18 



The linear space of all sequences in R is denoted by Et and its elements 

by { x k 

For every n e N define 

= {{ Alt } Ei Xk2A2kli<  } 

Let h be the intersection of h p . h equipped with the topology as defined above 

is a Countable Hilbert Space. The dual of h „ is given by 

h...= {{ 	El Y:A1, 24 < °°} 

The dual of h ,„ is h „ = U h ,. The Triplet h „, c e2 c h 	is the Gel'fand 

Triplet. Endow h „ with the weak-* topology and let 8' be the Borel a-algebra. 

Denote the dual pairing between h and h , 	 . Then 

( X, 	 Ya  

The subset { E X „ „ { X } E h } of h is called the space of Test 

sequences and the set { X „ }€ h } is called the space of 

Generalized sequences. The corresponding vectors are called test and generalized 

vectors. 

19 



For y > 0, consider the function C y  : h —• R defined by 

-1 E:4  ix,i 2  
Cy ({Xn })'-: e 2  

It is clear that C is 	Frechet continuous at 0, Positive Definite and 

C(0) = 1. 	Bochner-Mizilos Theorem (11.1.4.4) implies the existence of a 

Probability Measure P y  on ( h 	) with Characteristic Functional C y . The 

Probability Measure Py is called the White Noise Measure with variance y . 

If Y is a Random Variable associated with the White Noise Distribution 

with parameter y , then for any complete orthonormal set { 	} in e2, the 

random variables Y.= ( Y, 	) are Independent Random variables, Distributed 

Normally with Mean 0 and Variance y . 

Properties of White Noise Measure: 

The White Noise Measure is a measure on ( h _,e: ). Some important 

properties necessary in this Thesis are investigated. 

11.1.4.5 Proposition : ( Hida 1980 , Proposition 3.2 ) 

€2 c  h 	is measurable and has measure zero. 

Proof: It is evident that: 

20 



(2 = { 	Eoil 1...;? .ir  00  

nk uN n„„, f 
	

} 
	yi2 < 

As the set in the parenthesis is Borel, e2  is a Borel set. Further Y.'s are 

Identically Distributed Independent Random Variables with variance y . 
• 

By the "Strong Law of Large Numbers" (Theorem (11.1.1.7)) 

limN , 1/N E iN  X i2  ": . 1 almost surely. 

Thus almost surely E 1°)  X i2  is infinite. Therefore e 2  has measure 0. 

11.1.4.6 Proposition : (Hida 1980, Proposition 3.1) 

For a 	the White Noise Measures P. and Pp with Variance a and $ are 

mutually singular Le. P. 1 Pp . 

Proof: Consider the Identically Distributed Independent Gaussian random 

variables Y. . By the " Strong Law of Large Nu linbers" (Theorem 

(II.1.1.7)) 

limN,. 1/N Ell., Y12  = a, P. almost surely 

and 

1 inIN, to  1/N E 	Yi2  =13, Pp almost surely, 

Since a #/3 it is clear that P. and Pp are mutually singular. N 
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11.2 GEOPHYSICAL PRELIMINARIES : 

In this section a brief account of Eulerian fluids, derivations of equations 

governing Single-Layer and Two-Layer Quasi-Geostrophic Model and the 

associated Conservation Laws are presented. 

11.2.1 OCEANOLOGICAL FLOW MODELS : 

A number of standard results from Fluid Mechanic& are collected and 

presented below. As they are well-known, no derivations are presented. These are 

readily accessible in the books by Batchelor (1993) and Chorin (1994). 

The motion of an ideal incompressible ( Eulerian ) fluid in a region D c 113 

 with sufficiently regular boundary a D is governed by the equations ,  

a v + "iv v = 1 Vp 

V.I,Z= 0 
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with the boundary condition n .1U =. 0 on the boundary, n beiAg the unit outward 

normal i.e. the boundary is assumed to be impenetrable to the flow. Following 

standard practice, the fluid velocity field is denoted by U , the pressure by p and 

the density by p . The equations have been written in the Eulerian frame work. 

Equation (II.2.1.1) is the Newton's Second Law of Motion for the fluid and 

Equation (11.2.1.2) is the Equation of Continuity incorporatinc., the assumption of 

incompressibility. 

The vorticity of the flow (A) is defined by (A) := V xU . Taking the Curl of 

Equation (II.2.1.1), using Equation (11.2.1.2) and some standard vector identities 

one obtains the equation 

do) 

dt 	= 
(11.2.1.3) 

Equation (11.2.1.3) is the Law of Conservation of Voracity.' This equation has 

interesting consequences. 

Let C be a closed contour in D composed of fluid elements at time t = 0. 

The fluid particles composing C move with time and occupy the position C•(t) 

at time " t ". Denote by S and S (t) the patches of surface with C and C (t) as 

boundaries. Then one sees that: 
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d r 	_ 
--ch j .s. (00. n 	j co)  _Udr= 0 (11.2.1.4) 

where n is the outward normal to the surface S(t), ds is the surface element and dr 

is the line element. 

The quantity l c (0  11.dr is called the Circulation of the fluid around the 

contour C(t). Equation (11.2.1.4) is the Law of Conservation of Circulation and is 

known as The Kelvin's Theorem. 

Equation (11.2.1.3) is an assertion of the existence of an infinite number 

of integrals invariants of motion. This can be easily seen if one considers any 

function F: e-.1e,FECI (le), such that J D  F(6) (x,t)) dx < co . Then 

I ( F ): = JD F(6) (x,t)) dx 

is an integral invariant. Making the specific choice, F(x) = 	k=1,2,3. . . and 

denoting the associated Integral Invariants by I (k), one obtains explicitly 

infinitely many independent Integral Invariants. I (2) has been named Enstrophy 

and plays an important role in Fluid Mechanics. This name was apparently first 

coined by Leith (1968 ). 
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The most tractable Eulerian fluid flows are those in which the motion is 

confined to a plane ( say the x y plane ). There exists a large body of mathematically 

rigorous work for two dimensional Eulerian flows ( vide: Machioro et. al. (1994) ). 

For a large class of initial conditions, using the Conservation of Energy and 

Enstrophy, it has been shown that global solutions of the initial value problem 

for Euler flows exist. 

If the flow is two dimensional, the condition of incompressibility, allows 

one to introduce the stream function ¶' (x ►  t) of the flow. In terms of ¶' , 

the expression for the velocity of the flow is given by 

2 = -N7 IT =(aw la y , -(3 11' /0 x). 

The fluid vorticity has only one component normal to the plane of motion. 

Denoting this component by (A) , we have the expression of vorticity 

(A) := V 211' 

The boundary condition satisfied by 	is that 'I' = 0 on the boundary. In terms 

of the stream function, the vorticity equation can be written in the form 

• 

a 
at(v

2 11 ) + J(T ► V21Y) = 0 (11.2.1.5) 
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where 

a.) a T 	act. 
{ 	

} Joi), 	- 
ax ay ay ax 

Given a vorticity distribution co (x,t), the velocity field U is given by 

	

11(xt) = (fp  G(24y)6)(y, 1) dy) 
	

(11.2.1.6) 

where G(. , .) is the Dirichlet Green's Function of the Laplace Equation in D. 

Equations (1I.2.1.5 ) and ( 11.2.1.6 ) constitute a closed system. Given an initial 

distribution of vorticity, the entire flow, atleast in principal, is determined for all 

time. It is this fact that makes The Vortex Models important in the study of two 

dimensional Euler flows. 

Vortex models arc based on the following idea. One imagines an initial 

distribution of localized patches of vorticity. If the patches are sufficiently 

small in extent, one can regard them as being concentrated at a discrete set 

of points. The Vortex patches evolve with time, governed as they are by the 

Equations ( 11. 2.1.5) and (11.2.1.6). Being highly localized, one can think of this 

system, as a system of interacting point vortices. 
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Explicitly, if one considers an idealized initial vortex distribution 

	

(x 	=E 	re  b (x- xi(0)  ). 

Its subsequent evolution is given by 

6.) 	t) = E °;=, ri  3 (x- x  (t)). 

where t 	( x i (t) y (t)), i=1,2 	. is the solution of the initial value problem 

of the Hamiltonian Equations 

dx, ate 
dt ay, 

(11.2.1.7) 

cif;aH 
r•--- --- -- 

	

1  dt 	ax,. 

The Hamiltonian H is given by 

	

if ( (xl ,y1 ),(x2 ,y2 ),...,(xn,y„))= 	Fi r./  G( X,., Xj ) 
	

(11.2.1.8) 

• 

Note that the Vortex Model is a Hamiltonian system with the x- and y- co- 

ordinates of each vortex being canonically conjugate variables. 'Ibe system is 
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one with finitely many degrees of freedom. One immediately has the Liouville's 

Theorem of Hamiltonian Mechanics ensuring the invariance of the Lebesgue 

measure on the Phase space. It is to be noted that the total phase volume for 

flows in a bounded region is finite. It is this Hamiltonian formalism that has 

spurred the use of the technique of Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics in the 

study of Eulerian fluid flows. 

10I.2.2 GEOPHYSICAL FLUID DYNAMICS : 

There are hardly any two dimensional Euler flows occurring in nature. The 

closest to such flows are those that occur in the oceans and ttie atmosphere. The 

depth of the ocean is on an average four kilometers and its lateral extent is of the 

order of 3000 kilometers. If one were to concentrate on Synoptic motion i.e. 

motion with lateral spatial scales of a few hundred kilometers and periods of a 

few weeks, the motion is almost two dimensional with veitical velocities and 

accelerations being negligible. Such motions are very close to two dimensional 

Euler flows. However, there is an added complication arisiug from the Coriolis 

force acting on the fluid. This Coriolis force is due to the rotation of the Earth. 

Further the Coriolis term exhibits a variability with latitude. These factors are 

the one's that give rise to the varied and rich structure of oceanic flops. 

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics deals with such flows. Clearly scale considerations 

play an important role in modelling these phenomena. Phenomena on the 
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Synoptic scale are adequately described in the Quasi-Geostrophic 

Approximation. The model studied in this Thesis is derived at great length 

and at varying levels of clarity in the well-known classics of Pedlosky (1979), 

Monin (1990), Kamenkovich (1977), and the reviews by Rhines (1977) and Salmon 

(1982). 

Quasi-Geostrophic Model : 

The motion considered has spatial scales of a few hundred kilometers and 

time scales of* few weeks. The basic equation of motion cif an incompressible 

fluid in a co-ordinate system rotating uniformly with angular velocity SZ is 

U 

at +(V.V)1/ + 2$x =--1 Vp + V(1> +Sqp (11.2.2.1) 

where U is the velocity field, p the density, p the pressure , 4> the potential of an 

external conservative force and Sr is the frictional force. The third term on the left 

hand side is the Coriolis acceleration which has to be taken into account in a 

rotating co-ordinate system. The magnitude of the Coriolis acceleration can be 

estimated to be I 2f/ XU Pz 0 (21l.U). The first two terms constitute the Inertial 

acceleration and their magnitude can be estimated to be of the order of 0 (U2  /1... ). 

where U is the typical velocity of the flow and L the Characteristic length. The 
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relative magnitude of the Inertial and Coriolis force is of the order of 

I 	/ Dt1 / 124.1 xU x  (U/ 21/L ) =0 (R D  ). 

The dimensionless number Ro  = U / (2(L), which is the measure of relative 

importance of the inertial and rotational terms and is called the Rossby Number. 

If one were to assume that the dissipation is due to molecular viscosity i.e. 

/p = ILV 2 U, then the dissipative term has magnitude of the order of 

AU/p L2. The relative magnitude of the viscous and Coriolis force is of the 

order of E = p. I 211L3. This non-dimensional number E, is called the Eckman 

Number. 

For oceanic flows of interest, this has magnitude E =0 (10' ). Thus 

molecular viscous dissipation plays an insignificant role for large scale oceanic 

flows. Generally the Rossby number is also much smaller than 1. Further it is to 

be noted that the aspect ratio of oceans which is defined as A :=D/L is 0 (10 -3  ). 

Thus the ocean can be regarded as a thin layer of ideal fluid. The spherical 

symmetry present in the problem makes it convenient ti: use a geo-centric 

Spherical Polar Co-ordinate System. Some approximations are self-evident. The 

radial co-ordinate varies from r E  - the radius of the earth to r B  

D/ rB  = 0 (10 ). Therefore, where ever the radial variable occurs freely i.e. not 

under a derivative, one can safely replace r by r B  . Now the estimation of the 
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local radial component of the velocity is in order. This component is of order 

of the aspect ratio i.e. 0 ( D/I, ). Thus for small aspect ratios, the radial velocity 

and acceleration can be ignored. The vertical component of the Coriolis 

acceleration is of the order mu. The radial pressure gradient is of the order 

0 ( 2.04.LL / D). Thus the Coriolis term in the radial equation can be ignored. A 

similar consideration indicates that the lateral Cations acceleration due to 

vertical motion is also small. These are the considerations which guide the 

formulation of the Quasi-Geostrophic model. Although single layer models have 

been explored elsewhere ( see Mesquita and Prahalad (1990)), is necessary for the 

derivation of the Multilayer Model. 

11.2.3 111E SINGLE LAYER QUASI-GEOSTROPMC MODEL : 

The water cover of the Earth's surface extends over thousands of 

kilometers laterally and has an average depth of four kilometers. The radius of 

the earth is 6400 kilometers and it rotates about its axis at a uniform angular speed 

of 2,7r / 24 radians per hour. If one were to consider the motion of temperate seas 

on lateral spatial scales of few hundred kilometers and time scales of few we4s, 

one would expect that there would be little vertical variability, the motion would 

almost entirely be two dimensional and would be dominated by the effect of 
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rotation. Oceanographic models which formalize these intuitive ideas are the 

Quasi-Geostrophic models. A number of derivations with different degrees of 

clarity of the equations governing the Quasi-Geostrophic Models have appeared 

in the literature ( vide: Monin (1990), Kamenkovich (1977), Pedlosky (1987), 

Batchelor (1993) ), Rhines (1977 ) and Salmon (1982). Here a succinct account of 

the derivation necessary for the purpose of this Thesis is presented. 

The motion considered having spatial scales of 100 Knis and time scales of 

15 days take place about a location with latitude O o  = 45' . Compressibility of 

water plays a role only in the Acoustic regime. So in the regime under consideration, 

one can assume the flow to be incompressible. Dissipation due to molecular 

viscosity is insignificant due to the smallness of the Eckman Number. Therefore the 

flow is essentially that of an ideal i.e. Eulerian fluid. 

The equations governing the flow, in a Cartesian co-ordinate system 

rotating uniformly with angular velocity  a  are 

a.0 

 

(-11.19).(14-2f/ xv 1 
	

po 	r 
	 (11.2.3.1) 
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V.11' =0 
	 (11.2.3.2) 

where P o  is the density, 11. the flow velocity and PT the total pressure, 

PT = Ps  + Pc  +P , where Ps  is the Hydrostatic pressure, P ( , = (p 0 / 2) V Inx][1 2 

 is the pressure due to the centrifugal force and P is the pressure associated 

with the motion. Equation (11.23.1) is Newton's Second Law of Motion for the 

fluid and Equation (11.2.3.2) is the Continuity Equation, expressing the 

conservation of mass. In the simplest model, which can be called a one-layer 

model, one regards the density p 0  as a constant equal to the average density 

of the fluid. 

The presence of spherical symmetry allows one to chose the z-axis 

along the direction 11 the only fixed vector in the syitem and introduce 
(s ee F14 -1) 

Spherical Polar Co-ordinates (r, 0, 4)),, Following cartographic convention, the 

latitude 0 has the range / 2 s 0 s 72- / 2 , with 0 = 0 corresponding to the 

Equator and 0 is the longitude of the point. Let ( w, v, u) be the components 

of the velocity field U in the Spherical Polar Co-ordinate;. Equations (11.2.3.1) 

and (11.2.3.2) take the form 
• 

Du {  uw uvrau0 	 1 	P 211 vSinO +211 wCos0- 
Dt r po r Cos 0 a(1., , 

(11.2.3.3) 
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Dv wv u 2  + — + Tan 0 + Sin 0 u = - 
Dt r 

aP 
p0 r ao 

(11.2.3.4) 

Dw u 2  +v2 	 1 ar • 2,ncosou=----g  
Dt 	r 	 Po ar 

(11.2.3.5) 

where 

D 	a 	u  a + v a +W a 
Dt at r Cos° ao Tao 	ar 

(11.2.3.6) 

The Continuity Equation ( 11.2.3.2 ) takes the form 

02 r 
2 w  + 	1  

r Cos° a o 
(a --(vcoso+—au = o 1 d (11.2.3.7) 

where g is the local Acceleration due to Gravity. The hydrostatic part of P1 has 

been explicitly separated. 

• 

On the spatial scales of motion being considered, the curvature of the Earth 
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plays an insignificant role. Thus a local description should be possible. To 

facilitate such a description, one introduces new co-ordinates (x, y, z) defined in 

the neighborhood of a point in the sea with co-ordinates ( r E  , 00 , ) with 

00 = 45 ° defined by 

x = 	Cos 00 (0 - 00) 

y = rE.(0 - 00 ) 
	

(11.2.3.8) 

z = r 

where rE  = 6400 Kms, the radius of the earth. 

The Equations of motions (11.2.3.3) -(11.23.5) and the Continuity Equation (11.23.7) 

can be written in the new co-ordinate system. 

So far we have not made any approximations of significance. To proceed 

any further it behoves on us to make use of scale considerations. Define the 

lateral velocity scale by U 0 , time scale of motion by To , the lateral length 

scale by L0  , clearly To  = Lo / U0  . The vertical velocities are typically of the 

form W0  = S ,U 0  , where 5 ^ := D0  / Lo , Do  is the depth of the ocean • and 

5 .= Do  / L 0  4 / 1000 < I. Therefore W 0  < < U 0. This allows one to ignore 

vertical velocities and accelerations in the equations. The importance of rotation 
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can be gauged by considering the ratio of the Inertial force to the Coriolis force. 

The latter is of the order p 0  fo  U0  and the former is of the order (p 0  U O2 /1...0), 

where fo  = 2 SI Sin 00 . Define the non-dimensional parameter, 

'Inertial force  _ U0
0 

Coriolis foie 	Iv  
(11.2.3.9) 

co  is called the Rossby Number. This has been defined earlier. 

For the flows of interest U0  = 0 (10 m /s), fo  = 0(10' ), L=0 ( 100 kms) 

and Do  =0 (4 Kin ) . We have co  <<1. 

The pressure fluctuations due to the motion are some what harder to 

estimate. The pressure differs slightly from its equilibrium value. As the lateral 

forces are essentially the Coriolis ones, it is reasonable to expect that the lateral 

pressure gradients are also of the same order. The density variation an be safely 

ignored. 

Define a set of non-dimensional variables { x y I, t l , u I ,v P l  ) by 

x. L u x' , 	Lo y )  , t=To t 1  

(11.2.3.10) 

u= uo u 1,  v= uovl, P=  Po Uolo.  A) PI  

• 
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One can write Equations (11.2. 3.3) and (11.2.3.4) in the form: 

au l 	(cosoo l  , au l 	l au' 
E a 0 	u 	4co a v 	€,,S 

at ' Cos0 	ax' 	ay  
(1I.2.3.11) 

Sir! 0 _
a 

Cos 0o 

Stn 0o 	Cosh ax' 

a v' cosoo  ,a  v' 

	

fr— 	
E av i 	+E0 8cau l v i 7an0 

	

7  " a t 	Cos0 u 	
+ 

ax' ° 	ay' 
(11.2.3.12) 

vi
(Sin0) 	i3P 1  -a 

.Sin 0o 	ay' 

where Sc =1.1)  / rE. The vertical velocities and accelerations have been ignored. 

The continuity Equation (I1.2.3.7 ) takes the form: 

	

il l 	a + 	a8,,v 1  7;u70 = 0 

	

ax' 	av,1  
(11.2.3.13) 
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In a small neighborhood of OD  , one can expand trigonometric functions in a 

Taylor series and retain terms to the lowest order of significance, viz. 

Sin0 = Sin00 S py' Cos00  .. . 

	

as0 = Cos 00  -S py' Sin 00 
	 (11.2.3.14) 

Tang = Tan 00 cyl Sec 2  00+ .. . 

Quasi -Geostrophic Approximation : 

In the Quasi-Geostrophic approximation one considers motion in 

the region of small aspect ratio, small Rossby number and long time i.e. € 0  < < 

1, €7. < <1, $c  < < 1, E0  , ET  and Se  are assumed to be of the same order. 

Conveniently they can be denoted by the same symbol €. 

The velocity fields u' and v' can be expanded in the powers of € viz 

/ 	1 	/ 	2 / 
u= 	 + E 111 + e U2 	. . . . 

_2 
V I=V0 4- €V1

/ 
 +e-  V2' + 	 (11.2.3.15) 

• 

= Poi  t€41+€2 P2 	 
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One works to the lowest order of significance. To 0 (E 0), Equations (11.2.3.11 ) and 

(11.2.3.12) yield 

a PI  vo  
ax' 

/ a PO' Ito=  (11.2.3.16) 

au' 	ash' -o 

a xl 

It is evident that the pressure field to 0 ( E° ) is the stream function of the flow to 

0 (E°). 

The equations of motion can be obtained by working to 0 (4.). From Equations 

(11.2.3.11) and (11.2.3.12) one has 

ar' 
Vo 

ouo 
+ 110 

au° 	lauss (so 
whio vo-  - - 

at' 	ax' 	ay' 	e 	 ax' 
(II.2.3.17)• 
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av , 5 

	

ay 	ay 

	

0 	1 0 	1 0 'Jo 	 y i  Lk)/  Cot 00 	- --- 

	

a t ;   	ax' 	y ' 	E 	 Y 

(11.2.3.18) 

The Equation of Continuity (11.2.3.13) to 0 (f) takes the fowl 

ll a 	0 1I , 
t 	 Vo  ran 00  0 

/ 	- 	/ d X dy 
(11.2.3.19) 

Clearly the equations of motion to 0 (E ° ) contains terms of 0 (t), indicating that an 

infinite hierarchy of coupled equations results. Thus to 0 (6 0 ), there are no closed 

equations of motion. However one can take heart in the tact that the form of 

the Equations (11.2.3.17)-(11.2.3.19 ) allows for the existence of a dosed equation. 

Define the vorticity field 1 0  by 

	

a yo 	a uol 
Co 

	

 
x, 
	

a  y, 
(11.2.3.20) 

Eliminating the pressure P0'  from Equations (11.2.3.16) one thtains 

14) (11.2.3.21) 
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321p 02'1)1 

ax e.  ay2  
(11.2.3.22) 

  

and 

- Do 

t 

 , 
t o +PY 1 1= —i  

(11.2.3.23) 

where 

Do 	a 	/ a +,,] a 
•  Dt 	uo 

t , 	a xi 	ay 
(11.2.3.24) 

and /3 is number denoting the variation of f with the latilude at 00 . 

Denoting the pressure field to 0 (E ) Poi  by 	one obtains the equation 

(V2  '11  )+ ./(V 2  q +13y, 	0 	 (11.2.3.25) 

where J( 	, (1) ) f a 'I' a(D _ a' 0(1) 

ax ay 	ay ax 
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Equation (11.2.3.23) is reminiscent of the conservation of vorticity in two 

dimensional Eulerian flows except that it is not the fluid vorticity which is 

Conserved but the potential vorticity ( 0  + /3 y). 

Conservation Laws of a Single-Layer Quasi-Geostrophic Model 

If we consider the single layer Quasi - Geostrophic model in a closed 

region with stream function vanishing on the boundary, a number of invariants of 

motion exists. The calculations involved are straightforward although some what 

tedious. The two constants of motions that find application in this Thesis are 

quadratic in nature and ale given by 

Energy = 	f 1-17  V 2  I' dx dy 	 (11.2.3,26) 

Enstrophy = 	1\72  11 1 2  dr dy 	 (11.2.3.27) 

To prove that the Energy is a constant of motion, one multiplies Equauon 

(11..2.3.25) by 'I' and than integrates over the closed region. Similarly the 

conservation of Enstrophy can be proved by multiplying Equation ( 11.2.3,25 ) 

by V 2 'P and integrating over the closed region. 
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H.2.4 THE TWO-LAYER QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC MODEL : 

Considering the ocean as a single unstratified layer of an ideal fluid is 

inadequate for accounting for ol:servations. This can at best describe the Barotropic 

modes of oceanic motion. Any reasonable model should take into account the 

vertical density stratification. While it is possible to analyse linear flows taking 

into account the observed density profile, it is impossible to do so for fully non-

linear flows. Thus one is forced to invoke a Multi-Layer or a Multi-Level Model. In 

a Multi-Layer Model the ocean is modelled as a superposition of a finite number, 

say " N" , of layer's of ideal fluids with varying thicknesses and densities. The 

fluid layers are assumed to be immiscible and the configuration in mechanical 

equilibrium. The configuration of N-Layer Model is illustrated in Fig. 2. The co-

ordinate system chosen is the local Cartesian Co-onfinate system already 

introduced. z=h i (x, y, t), is the instantaneous elevation of the upper boundary 

of the j ib  layer and z = H i is the upper boundary of the il l  layer in 

equilibrium. Si  = , i = 1,2,3, . N is the displacement of the interface due 

to motion. p is the density of the fluid in the eh  layer and p i  < p l  < 	<p 

ensuring mechanical equilibrium. 

The scales of motion are the same as those introduced earlier. 	vertical 

scale can be chosen to be min { 	 }. The motion of the fluid in each 

layer is assumed to be Quasi-Geostrophic. As the instantaneous displacement 
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P1 
	 H1 	h1  

- 	
- - 

• 

hk  Pk 

FIG-2  Configuration of the Two-layer Model. 

Solid line corresponds to the instantaneous position of the interface. Do Rad line to 

the equilibrium of the interface, z = h k  ( x, y ) is the instantaneous position of the upper 

boundary of the k6  layer, H k its equilibrium position, Sk its instantaneous displacement. 

from the equilibrium position i.e. S k = h k -H k , p i  <p 2  <. . . .< p N  are the densities of 

the layers. 
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causes a variation in the thickness of the layer, the Equation of Continuity under 

the assumption of incompressibility takes the form 

a 
at 

11, -1)/4  + 	( 	 ) = 0 	 (11.2.4.1) 

where 

	

a 	a v = 

	

' ax 	ay  

and V;  being the velocity of the i th  layer. 

The vertical pressure balance is essentially hydrostatic in each layer, with 

the Quasi-Geostrophic Approximation. If P k°  is the equilibrium pressure in the 

kth  layer, one finds that 

	

Pic( z) =  8E1;11  P,( 1.1, -11,.1)+ 	SPk(Iii - z) 
	

(11.2.4.2) 

The perturbed pressure in the k th  layer, Pk is given by 

Pi(z) = 	+ p k  Uo  lo  fo  Pk 
	

(11.2.4.3) 
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The hydrostatic balance, assumed to be valid for all times, implies that 

a  	-o 
az 

(11.2.4.4) 

Thus the perturbed pressure in each layer is constant across the layer. The 

perturbed state does exhibit a discontinuity of lateral velocities across the 

interfaces. 

The requirement of continuity of 	pressure across the interface 

z = Hk Sk separating the k th  -layer and the (k+1) di -layer leads to 

S " fnPi  (P I  - P) bpi 	 k 
(11.2.4.5) 

Introduce the layer thickness D k = Hk - Hk+1 and setting -SP k= p k+1 P k • one has: 

s  _Eol;; DtPit( 	i) 
1.+1 	k P 

S P k 	P 

where co  is the Rossby number, Fk is defined by Fk = UO2  L02 i g Dk 

The appropriate non-dimensional displacement is given by 

(11.2.4.6) 
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SI- 60 Fl-  P 	/ 	/ 
( Pk - Pk ) Sp k  

(11.2.4.7) 

Clearly Equation (11.2.4.7) shows that the lateral velocity field are discontinuous 

across the interface. An expression for the vertical velocity in a neighborhood of 

the interface can also be obtained 

	

_ask 	at, u 	at „ v 

	

at 	14 ax 	ay  
(11.2.4.8) 

.• 	a c ir „, 	„ +u, 	k  a t 	
_ 
ax 	ay 

(11.2.4.9) 

where + and - indicate the velocity just above and below the layer. 

To the lowest order of significance in the Rossby number, a straight forward 

expansion of the velocity and pressure fields leads to the governing equation in the 

Quasi-Geostrophic Approximation. The procedure is the same as that adopted for 

the Single Layer Model. One is led to the Equations (11.2.3.23) written for the 

velocity field of each layer. Denoting the velocity and pressure field in the k th  layer 
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by Vk°  and Pk respectively to order 0 ( €°) and the vorti.city field to the same 

order by t k  , repeating the same calculations as in the case of a single layer one 

obtains the equation 

D o 
ir Y + ( -0)k )( 	144) Dt 

(11.2.4.10) 

Using the continuity equation, div ( Vk°  ) can be eliminated and Equation 

(11.2.4.10 ) takes the form: 

	 - 0 
Dthk him. 

 (11.2.4.11) 

Further simplification is again possible if one realizes that the instantaneous 

thickness of the kth  layer 8 hk =hk-hk+ , = (Hk- Hk4, 1)+ Sk -Sk+i ) , where Sk isthe 

displacement of the k th  interface. Using the expression for 'q k  derived earlier and 

• working to the lowest order of significance one obtains the governing equations 

D
--= (q k) 
	

(11.2.4.12) 
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where 

and 

DA, a 	o a 	o a 
Dt at 	ax 

vA.
ay  

(11.2.4.13) 

qic 	1  V2pAl,  R y 	  

Pk. 	g(Hk - 14, 1 ) 	S p k  

(11.2.4.14) 

-1"C) 	(Px, i Pk) 
g (Hk - Himm) S Pk. ,. 

where we have reverted to a dimensional form. 

Specialization to the Two Layer Model : 

As Pk' is the velocity stream function, one could have written tP k instead 

of Pk  °*. Without much ado the equation governing a model consisting of just two 

layers of fluid can be written in a form analogous to Equations (11.2.3.25). We 

note that the vertical displacement of the free boundary is extraordinarily small 

and can be ignored. This is called the Rigid Top or Lead Top Sea Model. Set S I  =0 

and the interface is S2. The oceanic bottom is flat and rigid. 'Taking this into 
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(  P2 - Pljn 
PI 	

P2 -P1 
	 D2  

with F1  
fo  242 2 J o2L0  

F2 = , D1 = H I  412  and D2 =112 

g 

account and the fact that the zero order perturbed pressure is the stream 

function of the fluid flow, the following equation can be easily obtained 

a  + al) ; a 	al) ; a  
at ax ay  ay  axi qi ° 

(11.2.4.15) 

for i=1,2, and 

q1  

	

a21), 	aqi 
1 FM' (P 111 2  ) +0 y 

	

axe 	ay2 
(11.2.4.16) 

	

a2T 2 	a21P, 
=" F2 (112— 	+/3y 

	

ax e 	ay2 
(11.2.4.17) 

Again to 0 (€°) there are no equations of motion but a closed equation governing 
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the evolution of vorticity. 

It is convenient to introduce new stream functions (1) = 	-IP 2 the 

barotrophic and 111  = ( F1 1 112  )1/2 (H 1 T 1  +H2 /11  2 )/ H2  the baroclinic stream functions, 

where H=H 1  + H2. The Equation (11.2.4.15) taking value i =1,2 in terms of (I) and 

takes the form: 

) 4.1),v24) ) +, .a`P 
()A,  

(11.2.4.18) 

 at( -V2  (1) + F(1) + icJ(4) , V 2 (1) ) + J( ,V 2 4) + 

(11.2.4.19) 

./(4),v 2 ty)—Ficr,40+0,-- =0 

where x = ( H 1  - H2 ) / (H1H2) 	, and F = F1 + F2 	and 

act alp act. ail is the Jacobian of (I) and 	. 
j el). 41 1  t a x ay ay ax 

Conservation Laws of Two-Layer Quasl-Geostrophle Model : 

The Two-Layer Quasi-Geostiophic Model admits two constants of motion 
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1/(4),T)=fp 1711 12  + IV431 2 +F432 }dxdy 

1 S(40, 	= —
2 

f J{  (V' T)2  + (-01)+14 ) 2  dr 05,- 

S(4) ;11/ ) 	is called the Enstrophy and H(45 ,1 1  ) is called the Energy of the 

system. The conservation of these two quantities can be easily established. In 

order to prove that Enstrophy is conserved multiply Equation (11.2.4.18) by 

and Equation (112.4.19) by 4) and than integrate the sum over the closed 

region. The conservation of Energy can' be proved by multiplying Equation 

(11.2.4.18) by ( V 2 '11  ) and multiplying Equation (11.2.4.19) by ( -V 2 4) +F4)) and 

integrating the sum over the closed region. 
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CHAPTER 111 

CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE LITERATURE 

MA A QUICK REVIEW OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL. EULEII.I.AN FLUID 

MECHANICS 

Two dimensional Eulerian flows have been a source of a number of 

mathematically interesting developments in Fluid Mechanics. nit is one of the few 

fluid mechanical models which is mathematically tractable. At the same time 

enormously important in explaining a large class of laboratory flows. In one sense 

two dimensional fluid motion mimics all the physical subtleties-: of a fully three 

dimensional motion and at the same time considerably simpler to analyse. Clearly 

one can study laminar and turbulent flows. The second class of flows is statistical in 

nature. But a flow need not be a statistical flow for the applicability of statistical 

techniques. As this Thesis is essentially concerned with statistical techniques in 

Fluid Dynamics, the literature examined is the one dealing with statistical 

stationary states and related areas. The system considered is in no sense driven by 

a random function. Again two directions of development. are poasible. The first one 

uses ideas from Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics of Point Particles and the 
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second regards the system, as a system with infinitely many degrees of freedom 

and explores the states of such a vstem. 

The impetus for constructing a Statistical Mechanical 'Theory for Two 

Dimensional Eulerian Flows comes from a concern for explaining the 

occurrence of large scale coherent structures in the presence of turbulence. 

Large scale isolated vortices seem to be generic in numerical simulations. Such 

interesting phenomenon as the great red spot of hipiter ( Ingersol et. al. (1981), 

Ingersol (1990), Marcus (1988) ) seem to be explainable in terms of Statistical 

Mechanics of two dimensional Eulerian fluids. If one were to regard the fluid 

as a collection of fairly localized vortices, each of which moves in the flow field 

generated by all other vortexes, one could use techniques from Statistical 

Mechanics. The earliest statistical mechanical approach to two dimensional 

Eulerian flows is that of Onsager (1949) wherein he tried to model two 

dimensional Eulerian fluids as a collection of interacting vortices. Two 

dimensional Eulerian flows have also been used by Lynden-Bell (1967) in 

understanding formations of star clusters. 'I\vo dimensional Euleriith flows, 

modelled using point support vortices are directly related to the Debye-Huckel 

theory of Electrolyte (vide: I)ebye and Buckle (1923)). • 
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In this sections a few facts about two dimensional Eulerian flows is stated. 

A more complete derivation of the properties of two dimensional Eulerian 

flows can be found in Onsager (1949 ), Hughes and Marsden (1976 ), Machioro 

and Pulvirenti (1991) and Batchelor (1993). The notation used is the standard one 

used in Fluid Mechanics. Without much ado we assume the fluid to be 

incompressible. The governing equations are 

• p[ all- EVI11 = -vpal 
	 (III.1.1) 

= 0 
	 -(111.1.2) 

where U is the velocity field, p is the density and p is the pressure. 

Defining the vorticity w := 	xU , we obtain the governing equation for 

vorticity 

aw + 	- 
at 

(III.1.3) 

The above equation tells us that the vorticity w is conserved by the flow. 

For two dimensional flows one can introduce the stream function T in terms of 

which the velocity can be expressed by U "P = ( a y, - aiP a x ) and 

the vorticity which has only one component, which is normal to the flow is 
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given by (A) =-V 2 '11  . It is easy to see that if F: R8 2  --.R2  is C' (R2  ) then F(x ) is a 

conserved quantity. Thus a two dimensional Eulerian flow has infinitely many 

conserved quantities. As (A) , given an initial distribution of the vorticity 

(A) , it is possible to obtain its evolution for all times atleaa in principle. All 

vortex models are based on this fact. Onsager considers the initial vorticity 

distribution to be a linear combination of a number of vortices with point 

support (Co (r)= E w ,S (r r ) where r i  is the center of the vortex and (4 

is the intensity). The stream function due to point vortex located at 1. 0  , can 

be obtained as (r) = (A) 0 G (r , r0  ), where 0 (r , r0) is the Green's Functions for 

the Laplacian in . The equation of motion can be obtained using a Hamiltonian, 

91= —1 5-  0) 	r) 2 	I 	
1 I 

(III.I.4) 

In deriving the equations of motion for the centers of vortices r i  , it is 

essential to regard the x and y components of each vortex center as canonically 

conjugate variables. The equations are 

dr; 	a‘.)-( 
,.• •--- = 

dt ay;  
• 

(III.I.5) 

dYi agf 
dt axi  
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for i=1,2,. . . . As the equations are Hamiltonian in form, clearly the phase 

volume fl dx dy is conserved. If the system occupies a finite region in 

space, the total volume on the phase space is finite as long as the number of 

vortices are finite. An assumption is now made declaring that the system of 

vortexes is in statistical equilibrium. If one were to base ones approach on Micro-

Canonical Ensemble ( Landau and Lifshitz (1958 ) ), for a finite energy, normally 

the phase space available to the system increases exponentially with energy but in 
a 

the context of vortex dynamics, this is not so. It is even conceivable that the 

available phase volume decreases as we increase the energy. If formal entropy 

S is defined by S=log]y (E)], where y (E) is the available phase volume for 

energy E, the formal inverse temperature dS ✓ lE may be negative. In this 

negative temperature regime, the energy is extremely high and the vortices with 

same sign would cluster together and those with opposite sign move apart. 

For a finite number of vortices in the bounded region, this is precisely what 

happens. Frohlich and P Ilene (1982) made the first rigorous attempt at 

understanding the Statistical Thermodynamics of a neutral point vortices on a 

flat torus. Their concern was with the thermodynamic limits, in which the 

fluid volume tends to infinity in such a way that the energy and the density per 

vortex stays finite. Frohlich and Ruelle showed that there is no regime of negative 

temperature attainable in this particular thermodynamic limit formalism. 
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Vortex formalism is an attempt at descritizing Eulerian equation, 

wherein a dynamical system with countably infinite degrees of freedom i.e. a field 

is approximated by a dynamical system with finite degrees of freedom. In a sense, 

the infinite dimensionality of the problem has been bypassed. If one wishes to 

treat it as infinite dimensional, then clearly other techniques am necessary. 

Any quest for t  conserved measure on the phase space of a Dynamical 

System is traditionally tied up with the Hamiltonian formalism. One could look 

for a Hamiltonian formalism for two dimensional Eulerian flows. Weinstein and 

Marsden (1983) have demonstrated that two dimensional Euler flows are indeed 

Hamiltonian systems, albeit based on an infinite dimensional manifold. Despite 

the Hainiltonian structure it is not easy to discern even a vestige of an invariant 

measure on the phase space. 

The temptation to apply methods based on Gibbsian Equilibrium 

Statistical Mechanics has been irresistible. The earliest known attempts at using a 

Gibbsian Canonical Ensemble to study two dimensional periodic Eulerian flows 

are due to Kraicintan (1967 ). Kraicbnan's approach is to consider a fluid flow on' 

a flat torus. Expanding the voracity in terms of eigenfunctions: of the Uplacian 

with periodic boundary conditions, one obtains an infinite system of coupled non-

linear ordinary. differential equations equivalent to the incompressible Eulerian 
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flows. 

dt -F° (X)  

where 

F„(X)= 	An.p. qX pX 

• 

for n=1,2,3. .. where A 4 a q are the coupling coefficients and satisfy the condition 

A 4 p, q  XaXp X q = O. The explicit form of the coupling coefficients is given 

nt m2 /22 mi)  A - 4.uip 	
27 AP 

where A p is the eigenvalue of the Laplacian. 

If one were to assume that beyond a certain number of n say N o  , X „ are 

equal to zero for all time, clearly we have 

E. a F„ / ax = 0 

which immediately implies 	that the Lebesegue measure H 	dx is 

invariant under evolution. Further Energy E=E o x .2/A . and the quantity 

dta 

E 

by; 
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S=1/2 Eh  X2h  are invariants of motion, where the summation is taken over 

n E Z2  \ {(0,0)}. S is called the Enstrophy and was introduced by Leith (1968 ). 

Both these continue to be constants of motion even for the truncated system. Both 

Energy and Enstrophy are quadratic functions defined on the phase space. 

Formally one can construct a Gibbsian i.e. a normal distribution, on the phase 

space of the truncated system. This distribution is given by 

Clearly invariance of the Lebesgue measure and the conservation of Energy and 

Enstrophy implies that the distribution is invariant under evolution. Following 

the idea of Jaynes (1985), the Kraichnan's statistical state could be regarded 

as a state that maximizes information for known Enstrophy and Energy and 

is a prior probability distribution on the phase space. In such an interpretation, 

dynamics as such plays no role. With either interpretation it is clear that this 

distribution is analogous to the Gibbs Distribution in Equilibrium Statistical 

Mechanics with some difference. First and foremost one has to think of aq 

ensemble of systems, all with the same modal structure and same total Energy 

and Enstrophy. The above distribution describes such an ensemble. Certain 

features can be seen directly from the Kraichnan's distrit)ution. First and 
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foremost unlike the case of Gibbs state for a system of particles, one requires 

two real parameters to describe the Kraichnan's state. In a sense there are two 

temperatures, 1/ a the Energy temperature and 1/y the Enstrophy temperature. 

There could be another interpretation of the Enstrophy temperature as an 

Enstrophy potential. It is self-evident that the modes X are statistical 

independent in the Kraichnan's state, characterized by a and y. The Enstrophy 

is equi-partitioned i.e. all modes have one and the same Enstrophy equal to 

1/y. Further the Energy is also equi-partitioned. 

In order for the Kraichnan's statistical state to be of any use, it should have 

some ergodic properties, so that time averages of quantities of physical interest be 

also averages with respect to this distribution function. The proof of ergodicity of 

any Dynamical System is extremely complicated. So far no one has demonstrated 

rigorously the ergodicity of this Dynamical System with Kraichnan's measure. 

However a number of results of numerical experiments are available (Rhines 

(1975 B)). From numerical experiments it appears that Kraichnan Statistical 

States are the stable final states of the truncated system independent of the initial 

conditions. 

From the point of view of any self-organized structure, which by its very 

nature would require the modes to be strongly correlated, Kraichnan's Statistical 
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States do not appear to hold much promise. 

The earliest mathematically rigorous attempts at constructing invariant 

Probability measures on the phase space of periodic two dimensional Eulerian fluid 

flows is due to Albeverio et. al. (1979 ). It was established that measures, as those 

considered by Kraichnan exist as measures absolutely continuous with respect 

to the canonical Gaussian measures on a Hilbert space. As canonical Gaussian 

measures i.e. Gaussian imeasures with covariance operator say a scaler multiple 

of identity operator do not exists on the Hilbert space (see Theorem (11.1.4.2) ), it 

is essential to enlarge the phase space. This was done by Albeverio et. al.(1988). In 

the work referred to above and in the subsequent investigations by Albeverio 

et. al. ( 1990), it becomes evident that the Energy is almost surely infinite. This 

was already noticed by Kraichnan which was one of the reason for his studying 

truncated systems. This situation called ultra-violet catastrophe, which is common 

to most Field Theories, was controlled by Albeverio by renonnalizing Energy. 

However the problem of support of the measure forces one to extend the phase 

space i.e. to consider the space of all generalized vortices. There are two possible 

approaches that are open, one is to use the technique of White Noise Theory 

( viz. Hida ( 1980)), as has been done by Albeverio et. al., the other is to use ad 

equivalent technique due to Daletskii (1967). Introduction of generalized 

vortices which in practice means the extension of the phase space to the 
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dual of a locally convex topological space, specific to the problem at hand, 

allows one to associate a well defined measure. However, the introduction of 

generalized vortices creates new difficulties in the very definition of the Vector 

Field generating the evolution of the system, as it involves product of distributions. 

Albeverio and his collaborators resolved this problem by resorting to a process 

of regularization. In order to handle the question of invariance of the 

Kraichnan-Faria-Albeverio measure P. , y  under evolution, Albeverio et. al.(1979) 

resorted to the Koopinan fOnnalism (see Section 11.1.3 ) and obtained a Liouville 

operator on L2  ( ). The question of invariance of measures reduces to the 

proof of Self-adjointness of the Liouville operator. While the Liouville operator 

is a system of first order ordinary differential operator in countably infinite 

number of variables, a convenient choice of domain is the collection of all once 

continuously differentiable functions which depend on only finitely many of 

these variable. It is easy to see that the function 1 is clearly in L 2  ( 13 y  ) and 

that it lies in the null space of L* . This ensures that the measure is invariant for 

small time. Using the technique of von-Neumann ( viz. Theorem (A13)) one can 

show that the Liouville operator has equal deficiency indices and therefore, 

Self-adjoint extensions. But little progress has been made beyOnd this point. The 

question of Self-adjoin bless or Essential Self-adjointness remains unresolved. Using 

the techniques of White Noise Theory, Albeverio and Cruzeiro (1990) have 

demonstrated a Self-adjoint extension and have established global invariance of 
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the measure. Until atleast Essential Self-adjointness of the Lionville operator is 

established one cannot assert that the Kraielinan-Faria-Albeverio measure is the 

invariant measure sought. 

III/ KRAICHNAN STATES FOR QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC FLOWS : 

A system closely related to two dimensional Eulerian flows is the Quasi-

Geostrophic motion in the ocean. A succinct account of Qua si-Geostrophy has 

already been presented in Chapter II. 

Due to the enormous similarities between two dimensional Eulerian flows and 

Quasi-Geostrophic motion, Kraichnan's ideas were applied to the latter. The earliest 

such application was due to Rhines (1975). Rhines was concerned with turbulence 

on a (3-plane and the role of propagating Rossby waves in inhibiting any 

statistical equilibrium. Rhines worked assuming that the ocean is unbounded, 

thereby ignoring the boundaries. He does indeed find an inhibition of statistical 

equilibrium. In the case of bounded seas, which is a more realistic model, the 

earliest investigations were due to Salmon (1976), wherein explicit investigations 

of statistical equilibrium states of a simple Quasi-Goestrophic model were 

investigated. The investigation of Salmon et. al. follow those of Kraichnan in 
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using the two robust integral invariants namely the total Energy and the total 

Enstrophy. Due to the divergence that occurs in the total Energy, Salmon et. al. 

find it absolutely essential to truncate at very low and very high wave numbers. 

These truncations were guided by Fox and Orszag (1973). The Energy spectrum 

has the form at equilibrium as that obtained by Kraichnan (1967). Numerical 

experiments by Fox and Orszag (1973), Basdevant and Sadourny (1975) seem to 

support the predicted equilibrium spectrum. In the case of two layer Quasi-

Goestrophic flows, Salmon et. al. have obtained a set of results for the truncated 

model. Generalizing these models with variable topography, Salmon et. al.(1982) 

have tried to obtain an expression for the model Energies. The topography seems 

to enhance the Energy spectrum for small scale topographic variations. Holloway 

and Hendershott (1974) in their numerical experiments obtained a positive 

correlation between topography and stream function and a topographic 

enhancement of the Energy spectrum. Rhines (1975 B) emphasized the 

possible appearance of currents. Subsequent to this work of Salmon, a 

number of investigations on 	Quasi-Goestrophic models as dynamical 

systems have been reported. 	Carnavale (1982) studied by numerical 

simulation the statistical features of two dimensional Quasi-Geostrophic flows. 

Using the presence of a quantity analogous to the Boltzrnan's entropy namely 

the function S=1/2 k log(uk  ), where u k is the ensemble average of the modal 

Energy for the k mode, increases monotonically with time, if we were to use the 
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Markovian model for the evolution of the Energy spectrum. l3etchov (1964) 

considers the functional S as a measure of information specifying the state of 

the system with energy spectrum u k . These interpretations were given by a very 

general formulation by Carnavale (1982). As this work deals with Markovian 

model for the coupled mode equations, it cannot be physically justified. 

Subsequently Statistical Mechanics of flows over topography were investigated by 

Carnavale and Frederiksen (1987). They showed that the minimum Enstrophy 

states have potential energy proportional to the stream function and are stable. 

The corresponding canonical equilibrium states based on Energy and Enstrophy 

conservation are statistically sharp. Without any energy conc,entration on any 

scale, the flows have westward large scale components. In a sense the essential 

flow pattern is that of a zonal flow. As these results are based on micro-canonical 

measures with sharp Energy and Enstrophy, in a truncated model it is not 

possible to relate them to Gibbsian states of a completely untruncated model 

treated in this Thesis. Shepherd (1987 ) has attempted an analysis of the ergodic 

properties of Quasi-Goestrophic model. His analysis is again based on the 

truncated model. The existence of latitude dependent Coriolis acceleration i.e. the 

a-effect does not destroy the 'invariants Enstrophy and Energy. The Gibbsian 

Equilibrium state is independent of f3. Off equilibrium the /3 term dominates. 

The entire effort of Shepherd is directed' at resolving a parodoxial situation. 

The study of erg,,licity of Otiasi-Goestrophic flows on the phase space of the 
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hyper surface of constant Energy and Enstrophy would render the two 

dimensional flows on the p plane to be eventually isotropic. Whereas the 

existence of Rossby waves would lead to a westward intensification of flows. 

Shepherd shows that if sufficiently strong, the flows are not ergodic. Shepherd 

makes a remark that " it is impossible for any flow realization to sample out the 

entire phase space of constant Energy and Enstrophy" . The numerical simulation of 

Rhines (1975) do show a tendency towards an isotropy. Another attempt to study 

ergodicity of two-dimensional Eulerian systems is due to BasdeVant and Sadourny 

(1975). They again resort to numerical simulation and mode truncation. As no p 

effect is present, their verification of ergodicity is not too surpriSing. 

All these investigations reveal an interesting situation. A large body of 

formal analytic work backed by extensive simulation exists in the study of 

Statistical Mechanics of Quasi-Geostrophic flows. However the only technique 

used is to resort to truncation and there by some how reduce the system to a 

Dynamical System with finitely many degrees of freedom and study its 

Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics. It is fortunate that truncation does not 

destroy the integral invariants of the problem. 
• 

To glean any understanding of the statistical states of Quasi- Geostrophic 

Flows, it is esseAtial to study the system as an Infinite Dimensional Dynamical 
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Syst em. Any such study would involve a rigorous formulation of the two 

dimensional Quasi-Geostrophic modules as an Abstract Dynamical System 

( 1), P, T ) where ( ,P) is Probability Space anti t 1  is a one-

parameter group of measure preserving transformations. Even at this level the 

task is formidable. This is in keeping with • the enormous difficulties involved in 

dealing with Fields whether Classical as Quantum. 

• 

For a single layer Quasi-Geostrophic flow the existence and local invariance 

of Kraielman's measure was demonstrated by Mesquita and Prahalad (1990). 

However no global invariance could be established. 

111.3 EVOLUTION OF ACOUSTIC DISTURBANCE : 

The second class of flows considered in this Thesis are those in the acoustic 

regime. The problem of evolution of acoustic disturbance in a medium with random 

density homogeneity has drawn the attention of a number of applied mathematician 

since the fifties. This problem is one of the problems constituting the subjects of 

Wave Propagation in Random Media. Often one studies the propagation of a 

mono-chromatic wave and assumes that the reduced wave equation is a random 

partial differential equation and concentrates one's efforts on obtaining the first 

few moments. As the question is one dealing with stochastic partial differential 
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equations not much work of rigorous nature has been done. One is forced to 

resort to various uncontrolled approximations. The technique of IZytov (1980), Keller 

(1977) and others, are examples of some of these techniques. With the advent of the 

interest in the theory of Anderson Localization of electrons in disordered solids, 

serious efforts have been made in understanding the spectra of Random 

Schrodringer Operators. These developments are reviewed at great length by 

Carmona (1990). A number of scientist have bodily taken over and applied these 

technique to wave propagation in random media (e.g. Devillard et al.(1986)). 

While one does indeed get mathematically acceptable results their interpretation 

is by no means clear. While in the Schrodinger case one can establish a 

connection between the spectrum of the Hamiltonian with physical localization 

or delocalization of a particle ( e.g. Am rein et. al. (1977) ), no such connection can 

be established in the case , of the reduced wave operator. This point seems to 

have been missed by bulk of the investigators working on Wave Propagation in a 

Random Medium. In order to establish any such connection, clearly, one has to 

study the Cauchy Initial Value Problem for the Wave Equation. Even at the 

level of formal mathematics, a study of the initial value problem would be 

of importance for understanding the propagation of Acoustic pulses in Sonar 
• 

and Underwater Tomography. Even the classic Monographs of Uscinski (1986), 

Brekhovskikh (1982) and llatte et. al. (1979) are silent on this point. Therefore we 

desist from presenting a survey of literature which has no bearing on the specific 
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problem being investigated in this part of the Thesis. Faris (1987 ) has made 

one lone attempt at handling the Cauchy problem in the case of one dimensional 

lattice. Due to the simplicity of the system, he could work well within the frame 

work of random operators in a Hilbert space. In the case of a continuum, one is 

obliged to study an ensemble of random operators each member of which acts 

in a distinct Hilbert space. It has not been possible as yet to completely handle 

the Cauchy problem. In preparation to the analysis of the formidable Cauchy 

Problem, here, it was found necessary to work in the frame work of Measurable 

Hilbert Bundles, which has been treated at length, with some variations by 

Dixmier (1969) , Mackay (1978 ) and other workers in Representation Theory. The 

notion of measurability of sections and operator valued sections is dictated by the 

richness of the consequences. In the Thesis a detailed analysis of the 

consequence of strict statistical homogeneity of the medium in so far as it 

affects the spectra are presented. Strict homogeneity, allows one to induce the action 

of the additive group le on the base space of the bundle which could be lifted to 

an action as group of Unitaries on, the fibers. This allows one to talk of a class 

of operator valued sections adapted to the additive group. 'This analysis is akin 

to that carried out by Kirsch et. al.(1982), in the case of random Schroclinges 

operators. The question of measurability proves to be extremely hard to settle. 

Further the need to study unbounded operators makes the problem extremely 

complex. 
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It is conceivable that with the progress being made in White Noise analysis, 

mathematical acceptable results would in due course be established. The techniques 

and emphasis, needless to say, would be different from what is presented in this 

Thesis. 
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CHAPTER IV 

STATISTICAL STATIONARY STATES FOR 

TWO-LAYER QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC FLOWS 

In this chapter, the possibility of the existence of a Probability Measure on 

the phase space of a Two-Layer Quasi-Geostrophic Model is investigated. 

IV.1 TWO LAYER QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC MODEL : 

The description of this model and the derivation of the governing equations 

have been presented in Section (11.2.4) of Chapter 11. To recall: a Two Layer 

Quasi-Geostrophic model consists of a layer of an ideal fluid with density p i  and 

thickness H, superposed on another layer with density p 2  and thickness 1-1 2  with 

p i  < p2 . The equations governing this niodei on the P-plane i.e. local tangent plane 

at a reference latitude 4, with the x-axis oriented eastward and the y-axis oriented, 

northward are obtained from Equation (I1.2.4.15) by taking i = 1 and 2, with th 

and (12 as given in Equations (1L2.4.16) and (11.2.4.17). On simplificatioh they take 

the form: 
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a 	al' a  asi,  a  1— 	- — —livztr,- 	T I -T 7 ) + fly] - 0 at ax ay ay ax 
(IV. 1.1) 

aT2 a aT2 a - —ay  .1-x 	W2 -F2 ( T2 - 1 1 +0,1 - 0 (IV.1.2) 

where Fi  =f0  / g H , i=1, 2, g is the local acceleration due lo gravity, ft is 

the rate of change of Coriolis frequency at latitude A 0  and f0  = 2a sinA0  , with 

a= (27r / 24) hr .'. The equations are written in a dimensional form. IP, (x,y) and 

T2  (x,y) are the stream functions for the two dimensional velocity fields of the 

upper and lower layers respectively. 

Introducing the Barotropic and Baroclinic stream functions (I) = T - T2 and 

T = (H 1 142)1/2  (H I  T + H2 T2 ) / H 2  , where H=1-1 1 +1-12 , respectively , the Equations 

(IV.1.1) and (IV.1.2), as has been established in Section (11.2.4) of Chapter II can 

be rewriter in the form: 

a- (VT). /Or 	f /(4),v24)) p—atr 0 
-at 	 ax 

(IV.1.3) 

si2a)+Fam.x./(a),v2o)•/(4, ,v24>). 

( IV.1.4) 

(1),V 2 , )- F J ( 11' ,tD) +f3 	- 0 
as 
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where rc =(H,- H2 )/oi,H2r2 , F=F2 +F2  and 

ma, acl) agi /(4), — - — 
gr ay ay ax 

is the Jacobian of 'V and 4:1). 

As established in the Section (11.2.4) of Chapter IL this system admits two 

quadratic Integral Invariants of motion. These are the Energy II and Enstrophy S 

and are given by: 

H( ,() ° if PT 1 2  + IVO 1 2  4  17  (1) 2  } dx dy 
	 (IV.1.5) 

,(1))=; f fl(V 2 9') 2  + ((-V F)C2  dxdy 	 (IV.1.6) 

Let 6) 2  = -V 2 '11  be the vorticity of the Baroclinic mode and 

co t  -"=(-V 2  +F) el) be the modified vorticity of the Barotropic mode. In terms of 

these modes Enstrophy and Energy take the form 

S(0 1 ,02 )=1 f 	+ 4)2 '1dr dy 
2 

(IV.1.7) 
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Hoo t (02 ) 	 f f { ( ... v 2 ) -1(6)1) 2 (...v  2.F )-1( 6)2  )2 }dilly 
	 (IV.1.8) 

Energy and Enstrophy being positive, a number of authors Salmon (1978), 

Rhines (1975, 1977 ), Kraichnan and Montgomery (1980) etc. have attempted to 

construct Gibbs like distributions on the space of vortices. As the space of 

vortices is infinite dimensional, such formal distribution functions do not exists. 

In this Chapter, folio'ing the techniques of Albeverio and his collaborators. 

Probability Measures of the Oibbsian type for the Two-Layer Quasi-Geostrophic 

Model, are constructed. 

IV/ MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE TWO-LAYER QUASI-

GEOSTROPHIC MODEL : 

In order to facilitate analysis, we consider an ocean basin occupying the 

region f2 = 0 , x 0 , c R2 .. Consider the Hilbert space L2  (a ,dx dy ). 

The Friedrichs Extension ( Theorem (A.27 ) ) of the Dirichiet Laplacian -V 2  on 

co-(n) c L2 ,dx dy ) is Self-adjoint and has a Hilbert-Schmidt Inverse. The 

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be computed explicitly. The eigenvalues of 

the operator are K2  =k1 2 +k22, where K=(k 1  ,k2  ) E Z2  and 1; i # 0 for 1=1,2. 

Denote the eigenfunction corresponding to eigenvalue K2  by E K. It is 
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assumed that co l  , i =1,2 are in L2 (fl,dx dy ). Expanding co ;  , i=1,2 in ternts of 

eigenfunctions E K  , we have co l  = XK &K and 6.)2 	Y K  4. Denote the 

sequences { XK z  and YK }K, 2,2, by X and Y. Using these etspansions both 

Equations (IV.1.3 ) and (IV.1.4) are reduced to a countably infinite system of 

equations. The explicit form of these equations are 

a, _ 
at 	KeN {—XI‘XN-K 	

YKYN-K 

(N- K)2  (N-K) 2 +F 

(IV.2.1) 

1 	Af 

{10
-E 	XK'  ■ (N- 	YK YI(N-19. 1 

	

( N-2 	(N-10 2 +11  
A N (X, Y) 

ay K 

2ir 
EK E:{ YK  Y,v- K  "K YRN-K)} 

(IV.2.2) 

2—EK 	YA. X,v_ K-- YK  X , (4,_ A) )-11,v  ( X, .Y 

where the summation is taken over all K E Z2  , K 	0 , J ( N ) = ( 	, 

Keb N = k1  11 2  - k2  n i  , 

EK" = Ka) N / ( ( N-K )2  + F ) 
• 

and 

17:1 	N (K2  -(N-K)2  - F}/ 11C 2  ((N-K)`+ 19} 
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Energy and Enstrophy take the form: 

Xit? 

 K 	 P -1/ K 2  4' 	

(IV.2.3) 

and 

S(X,Y). Ex  x„? 	) 	
(IV.2.4) 

The summation being taken over K e 22  and K 0. 

For a fixed K E 22  and K 0, AK  (X ,Y) and I3x . (X ,Y) are independent of 

XK and YK . Since Enstrophy and Energy are conserved it can be easily seen that 

fx A it. ( X, Y)+ Y K  BK (X, Y)). o 	 (IV.2.5) 

X 

K 2  
A x(X,Y)+  , K  Bx (X, Y)}. 0 

K 1  *11  
(IV.2.6) 
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Following Daletskii (1967), consider the space {(X , Y )) of real sequences in l' 

( see the example in Section [II.1.4] of Chapter II ). For m E IN the subspace. 11„, 

is defined by 

. 	( X, y) 	EK {K,.  A-K? s (K2 , 17 
	

< (X) ) 

is a Hilbert space. Set 11 4o  = n:0  Kn . Clearly, as described in the Section 111.1.4] 

of Chapter II, 11 0, is. a locally convex space with dual II, U: =0 H_ os . It is 

evident that 11 4, c Ho  c IL. is a Crelland 'Triplet (Rigged Ililbert space). 

For every y >0 the function C : 	R defined by 

rx) ) 
C X, Y] =a 2  "X X  

is a Positive Definite Frechet continuous functional on H o, , normalised to 1 

at 0. By Bochner-Minlos Theorem ( Theorem (11.1.4.4) ), there exists a measures 

P y  on , with C X NI as its Characteristic Functional. The properties of 

P, are well known. Its two most i ► ixmant properties as establiAied in Theorem 

(11.1.4.5) and Theorem (11.1.4.6) of Chapter II are 

1. Ho  is a measurable subset of I1_ „, and has measure zero. 

2. If a 	, P,,, .1. 
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Thus the existence of the Quadratic Invariant Enstrophy allows one to 

construct a one parameter family of mutually singular measures, with support in 

H \ Ho . Clearly these measures are supported not on regular vortices but on 

generalized vortices i.e. vorticity fields are distributions. In the sequel these 

Probability Measures play the role analogous to the Lebesguc Measure on 

Further these measures are a pure Hilbert space construction. They may be 

likened to the weak distributions introduced and explored by Segal (1971 ) in 

his efforts to rigourize Quantum Field Theory. 

The Barcclinic and the modified Barotiopic vorticity components are 

statistically independent identically distributed normal random variable with 

mean zero and variance y . 

Although one has obtained a well defined measure and atleast on the face. 

of it the Kraichnan Statistical State is just a measure absolutely continuous with 

respect to Py certain difficulties surface. 

IV.2.1 Proposition : 

Energy is P y  almost study 
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Proof: For each N E Nt, consider the cylinder function 

1 4 	Y;(2. 
IIN(X.Y)'EK2'N K2 K2  + I` 

(IV.2.7) 

1-' N  is measurable and FIN  converges monotonically to H, hence. H is 

measurable. 

As HN > 0 it follows that 

HN f l:ldF'.r  

But 

fliNdP1 	EK 2 ‘11{ K 2  K 2  4F 

	 (1V.2.8) 

which diverges to infinity as 	Hence 11 is almost surely infinite'. ■ 

This fact makes it impossible to define the Krair.linan 'Measure using the 

Energy as it stands. This is an old and familiar situation. The remedy is to use 

renormalized Energy. Renormalization was an idea first thought of by O. 

Green (1970) in the 19th  century, in his work on the motion of solids through fluids 

• 
'As .x.k2 /K 4. 2 	yk2 / (K2+ F. 	k  ) are mutually independent random 

variables by Kolmogorov Zero-One Law (Theorem 11.1.1.8 ) it follows 
that V K  X1,2  /K2  + Yk2 /(K2  +F) } either converges or diverge!. almost surely. 
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and which found its significant applicability in Quantum 'Theory of Fields. It is a 

method of systematically eliminating unwanted infinities in physically significant 

obseivables. 

1V.3 RENORMALIZAT/ON OF ENERGY : 

The support of P. indicates that the Enstrophy is P, almost surely 

infinite. In a system occupying a finite region of space, clearly this is unphysical. 

For N E N , define 

H:( X, Y 	
9 

(4-y) 	K .1 4 .17 ( 1.;-Y 
	 (IV.3.1) 

Then for each N 

f 	(x, 	O 

1V.3.1 Proposition : 

( HRN  ( X, Y )44 ,0*  is a Cauchy sequence in I. ( Py  ) an converges to a limit 

HR(X ,Y) 	Py  ) 
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Proof: We prove that { H RN (X ,Y) }N 	is a Cauchy sequence in L'(F. ). 

For N, M E ti and N> M 

f IHN(X,Y)-H,N(X, Y )I 2 1Y
2 Y 2  I I , 	t 	(IV.3.2) 

,(NIc/B" 1 • N) lK 4 	{ K )^.i; 

  

 

which tends to zero as N, M -i oo •  Hence the result. • a 

The fact that H R(X ,Y) e L2  (P 1  ),is used to construct the measure which 

corresponds to the formal distribution introduced by K:raichnan. Rliines, Salmon 

and others. The Theorem below summarizes this result. 

YV.3.2 'l'heoretn 

For a >0 the formal object dPa  , = e °" "t r df. is a well-defined Probability 

Measure on Fl which is absolutely continuous with resFect to P 1  and for 

Yi # 

 

12 ' Y^ . and Pa  . are singular. ■ 

IV.4 REGUI.ARIJ;A'T'TOI~' OF AN  (X ,Y) AND RN  (X ,Y1 : 

The right hand side of Equations (1V.2..1) and (IV.2.2) iiivolve produc ts of 

distributions i.e. generalized vectors and arc such _ ill-defined. These can he given 
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acceptable meaning only by a process of regularization. In order to regularize AN 

and BN we resort to a high wave number cut off and a subsequent limit. process. 

Note that for N, M E Z2  and N M. XN and X M  ,YN  and Y m  are statistically 

independent, normally distributed random variables. Also note that XN and Y M 

 are independent. The random variable XN  .) normally distributed with mean 

zero and variance y N 2 /((ay + N2  ). Also YN is normally distributed with mean 

zero and variance y (N 2  +F)/lay+ (N 2  +F)). For M F ft  detim, ANM  and 131,,m  by 

'E 	'ICAk.fo  4,  Yle Y(N. 	X /Vv. 	)' :'(N-X) 
21T A' 2` 	(N— K) 2  (N—K) 2  4 F (N— K) 1  (N—!0 2  

(IV.4.1) 

and 

B , mii = 225- K2 EA'Y ly 	—YK  Y K ist 	.1( N- K)) 

(IV.4.2) 

4 

27r EA' 1 ` 
	

IFK XALK YA-Al (N-N)) 

Thentr : 

For each. M t P4 , 	 (X ,Y ) and BN"  (X,Y) a L2  ( P,,, ) and converge 10 

limits ANk  (X ,Y) and BNR  (X, Y) e I. l ( P0.1  ) respectively as M 
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Proof : ANM (X ,Y) and BNM  (X,Y) are cylinder functions and hens. ;.. measurable. It 

is clear that ANM  (X ,Y ) and I3NM  (X,Y) 	). We now prove that the 

sequence {Ad"' (X, Y)} 14 , ri. is a Cauchy sequence in 	( 1)„, 1 ). It is enough 

to show that the sequence ( D Nm.  (X, Y)),,teiti  defined by 

XN_ x  
DI,NX,Y)=ER-3. A*th ` v  (N- K ) 1  (IV.4.3) 

is a Cauchy sequence. Since Ka) N is antisyminetric in K and N, Equation 

(IV.4.3) takes the form 

• 1): (X; Y)  = ,1 5.2 	Ocadof 	' x 
-2 K2< 	N Xh.. K (IV.4.4) 

Clearly DNM (X, Y) is a cylinder function and hence measurable. Moreover 

fID/M,Y)1 2 dP. 	 4,N){  (K2- W -K  A t} 
4 	11: 2 .L 2 <A1 (N-K 2  1 

1 1- 2  N-LP)}1  x 	 dPao 
L 2  (N-1.) 2  

(11 1 .4 .5) 
• 
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But 

I Xr  X NP  X L  XN_ L, dP. 0, .1-1-- K 2 	y (N-K) 2   is x  
ay +K 2  ay +(N-K) 2  1  ' 1 " 

(JV.4.6) 

Note that K2 - (N-K ) 1  = - N 2  +2 ( 	K ). Hence 

' 1' 

I 1141(K. n (IP,,,ys 12-  Erc2 /4 
-N 2 + 2 (NeK )1 2  ( N) 2  

K 4 (N-- 
(IV.4.7) 

or 

f IDA  (X, Y) tilt a  4 72 N 6  y 2  E K2  
< 	(N K) 4 
	 (IV.4.8) 

In the same way we get for P, Q sf a and I' < Q 

	

ff ipp,F(x, n 131; ( X, Y )) 2, dPc4.7  .4 72 N 6  y 2 Ep 2 	 

	

K 	iv 
(IV.4.9) 

This proves that DNM  ( X, Y ) converges j 	(Pp 	as M--• 00. Similarly the. 

other terms can be handled . This implies that A N24  (X, Y) converges to 
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ANR  (X, Y) E L2  (t'a ). Similarly it can also be proved that 144M  (X,Y) 

converges to a limit BNR  (X, Y) c(1'ay ) as M 	00. 

With A: X,Y) and BN It  X,Y) as defined above, in place of Equations 

(IV.2.1) and (IV.2.2) their regularized version are considered, namely. 

- .A (X,1') 
731-  

aYN = B R (X,Y ) 
ar N 

IV.5 DYNAMICS : 

The dynamics of the model is governed by Equations (1V.4.10) and 

(IV.4.11). But it can be described in the Koopman (see Section 11.1.:3 ) framework 

for greater tractability. 

Consider the Hilbe ► t space I! ( P„ ) Define the Lionville operator L as 

follows. • 
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,Y) aa.x. 	r 4)7; 1 	(IV.5.1) 

With domain 

={ F E L2  ( P., y  I F depends on finitely many XK's and Y 	, is once 

continuously differentiable and vanishes at infinity}. 

Clearly 4 is a dense subspace of L 2 ( Pay  ). Although L is a difterentill operator 

in countably infinite number of variables, it is well-defined on . 

IV.5.1 Proposition : 

The operator L is a symmetric operator on 	of I} (P ) 

Proof :. Consider F, C e 	then 

f a G rip • ---- Ufa 

axK 
-XK  + -a 11 F 

Y K 2  
(IV.5.2) 

and 

• 
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fF_qe. dpcey , f (7{ y I 

a Yr ark'. +"114/- dec, , ,t 	 (IV.5.3) 

 

From Equations ( 	) and ( IV.2.6 l) it follows that 

X Y) 	0 1 	BA.( , Ex{ A-K( .1,1  4  -2,2-)AA4 AC n YK(Ty-  
(1V.5.4) 

For each K € Z2, AK(X,Y) and BK(X,Y ) are independent of Xx and YK . 

Hence from Equations (IV.5.2), (IV.5.3) and (IV.5.4) it follows that L is a 

Symmetric operator. 

It is self evident that L*1 = 0. This implies that P,, , y is locally invariant. 

If L is either Self-adjoint or at least Essentially Self-adjoint, one could conclude 

that Probability Measures { y for a,y > 0 are globally invariant. This would, 

 also prove the uniqueness of the Dynamics. However all that can be proved is that 

L has Seif-adjoint Extensions. 

IV.5.2 Proposition : 
• 

L is a Symmetric operator with equal Deficiency indices and therefore has Self- 

adjoins Extensions. 

• 
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Proof: In order to prove that L has equal Deficiency Indices, by v9n-Neumann 

Theorem (A.13) it is enough to prove that there exists a Conjugation oper-

ator on the Hilbert space which commutes with the operator L. For then 

it would imply the equality of the Difficiency lndicesa and any Symmetric 

operator with equal Difficiency Indices has Self adjoint extensions by 

Theorem (A.11) 

Define the Conjugation J : L2  (P4 ,0 , L2 (13„,, ) by J (f ) T- the complex 

conjugate of the function. Then clearly J (Zf 	and A .1=J A. IIII • 

The main result of the investigation reported In this Chapter can now be 

summarized as : 

IV.5.3 Theorem : 

There exists a two-parameter family of Probability Measures 

a, 1  >0 on 11_,„ , the extended phase space of the 1 leo Layer Quasi-

Geostmphic Model , which are locally invariant under evolution and if 

I I  #12  then P 	PQ  Pa ,Y, 	 • , rt  U 

• 
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CHAPTER V 

ERGODIC PROPERTIES OF A CLASS OF RANDOM 

OPERATORS OCCURRING IN UNDER WATER ACOUSTICS 

V./ INTRODUCTION : 
• 

The evolution of acoustic waves in oceans is to a large extent controlled by 

density distributions. The variation of density is highly irregular. These irregular 

fluctuatious are caused by small scale turbulence (sub-millimeter scale), suspended 

matter etc. Therefore one is obliged to study the evolution of an acoustic 

disturbance in a medium with density varying irregularly. One such model of such 

irregular variations is that of random variation i.e. the den:ky is assumed to be a 

random field. Random fields are mathematically well defined objects. The 

equation governing the evolution of an acoustic disturbance in such a random 

medium is a Stochastic Partial Differential Equation. This is a Partial 

Differential Equation of the Hyperbolic type with random fields as coefficients. 

• The initial values are always non random and the solution of the Stochastic Partial 

Differential Equation is a random field which satisfies the initial conditions and the 
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partial differential equation: as an identity. One would be faced with the problem 

of differentiability. Thus the task is an arduous one. At a formal level, propagation 

properties have been studied at great length by a number of authors ( vide: Platte 

et.al.(1979), Brekhovskikh (1982) ). So far no serious attempt has been made to 

investigate the Cauchy problem, except for a discrete model by Faris (1987). The 

basic equation governing the evolution of an acoustic disturbance is 

	

2 u 	 ,s  

- C`(x,(o)p(x,(4)V.( 	1 	V u)— A 2 u 

	

at' 	 p(x,(o) 
(V.1.1) 

where C 2  (X, c,o ) is the local velocity of sound, p (x, (A) ) is the local density, u (x, c,o ) 

is the pressure field and co Cl,e(SI ,g, P) being the Probability Space. The 

initial conditions are assumed to be non-random. 

This can be formulated in an Operator Theoretic language. If 

formulated as an operator equation, it is to be noted that the operator -A 2 , 

although defined on Co'°( R3  )c L2  (R3  ) is not even a Symmetric operator. In 

order to have a Symmetric operator it becomes necessary to consider -A 2  as an 

operator on 1,2 (1C 2 (x,co ) p (x, (A) )J _ i dx ), under an appropriate condition of joint. 

Measurability of the positive random fields C(x,co ) and p(x,co ). In each 

realization we have a Hilbert space H(w ) and an appropriately defined 
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Symmetric operator W(w ). In the sequel we study such random operators. 

We would like to emphasis that the situation is very different from that 

arising in the study of Random Schrodinger Operators (vide: Carmona (1990)), 

where all realizations of the random operator act in one and the same Hilbert 

space. However the results presented in the sequel bear some relation to the 

results obtained by Kirsch et. al. (1987), to which they reduce if the Hilbert 

Bundle is a constant fiber one. 

V.2 PRELIMINARIES : 

Let (S1, ) be a standard Borel space and P be a regular Probability 

Measure on it. For (t) c S1 , let H(w) be a complex seperable Hilbert space 

with inner product (( . , . )),) . The subscript (t) is suppressed where no 

confusion is likely topccur. The collection 9-f = (co ,C (co ) )1 (co) E H(w) } 

is called a Hilbert Bundle with Base Space S/ and Projection H :9-C S/ given by 

II (6) ,t (6) )).(.0 . Using the projection II a Borel structure can be induced on 

3{. As the objects of interest are sections, defined below, an alternate 

equivalent approach is adopted. 
• 
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V.2.1 Definition : 

A section ( vector field) is a map 	—• 9{ such that II of  =I  o  . • 

In order to define the notion of measurable sections, following 

Mackey (1978), we proceed as follows. 

V.2.2 Definition : 

A sequence of sections {E }:°_, is said to be a Fundamental Set of 
• 

Sections (in short F. S. 0.S ) if for every co e 0, { i (6) ) 	is a total set 

of H(c►)). • 

V.2.3 Definition : 

A collection of sections g is said to be a Measurable Field of 

Sections if the following conditions arc sathfied. 

1. For 	,C c g , the map (0 	E (Co ),C (Co ) )) is measurable. 

2. 2 contains a fundamental set of sections. • 

V.2.4 Definition : 

• A section E  is. said to be weakly g -measurable if the map 

(4) 	(( (co ),( (co ) )) is measurable V Ce g. • 

• 
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Although measurability depends on the specific choice of W. and is only in 

the weak sense, in the sequel we shall simply refer to this weak measurability as 

measurability. Clearly the collection of measurable sections is a complex linear 

space. One can isolate square integrable sections { If IE (6,) A 2„ dP( ) < co 1. 

Such sections form a Hilbert space denoted by H =5 H(.0 ) dP(A) ), called the 

Direct Integral of Hilbert Spaces. We will not make any extensive use of direct 

integral of Hilbert spaces. 

V.2.5 Definition : 

A sequence ft 	g is said to be a Measurable Section of Orthonortnal 

Basis ( M.S.O.B ) if for every co e fl, the sequence it i  (co )} is an 

orihonortnal basis of H(w ). • 

The existence of a M.S.O.B in every measurable field of sections g can be 

easily demonstrated. 

V.2.6 Proposition : ( Dixmier (1969), Page 166, Proposition 1 ) 

Every measurable field of sections 2 on ( HO) ) I 	1.-/} contains a 

M.S.O.B. Let {C } be the M.S.O.B then for each n there exists disjoint 

measurable sets {Il k } of 11, such that C o  (co ) = E i  f i (ca )t (co) for co e ak , 

where ft } is a fundamental set of sections and f (6) ) are measurable 
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complex valued functions. 

Proof: Let { } be the fundamental set of sections. We first define by induction a 

sequence { 	of sections in the following way. 

For co e O., define k (4) ) as the first of the vectors t 1 (to ), E 2(4) ),t 3(4) ) 
1, 

. which is linearly independent of C i  (co ) for i < k. Clearly the sequence 

{ C k ((A) )} is a basis of H(co ). In order to prove measurability of { C k }, we 

prove the following assertion. 

For integer j > 0, there exists a collection of measurable disjoint subsets { fi t } 

of SI such that for i< j and fork = 1,2, . C i  (co ) = ni( ) for co e fit  with 

index n independent of co . This is proved by induction. Let us suppose 

it holds for all j < k . For given p N, the set .A p  c: Cl such that 

C k (G) ) = p  (G)) is defined by the vanishing of the Gram Determinant 

[ C 1 ( 6)  )0  C 2 ( 6)  )P • • • C k-1 ( 6) 	m ( (A)  ) 1 = 0 for m < p and by the 

condition A [ C 1  (A) ), C 2 (A) ), • • • C k.1 ((A) ), 	p(G) )1 # 0. Hence A, is 

measurable. This proves the assertion. 

It follows from this that the sequence { ( 	is a set of measurable sections. 

Since for every co e 	(A) )} is a basis, using Gram-Schmidt process an 

orthonormal basis { C (6.) )} can be obtained. 
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That the M.S.O.B { 	} has the form mentioned in the statement of the 

proposition can be demonstrated again by induction. Assume that 

{C } has the particular form for i < j . We prove that it holds for C j . As 

C ( 6)  )= 	nj(A) ) for ca E SZk, Z ji  (6) )= II u (6) ) II -1 u(6) ), where 

u(0)= c(o)  E,<; ((c1;(0),(; (6))))e,.(0) 

Therefore by the measurability of ((Z j  (6) ), 	(6) ) )) the result follows. 

It is clear that the M.S.O.B is a set of measurable sections. ■ 

V.2.7 Proposition : ( Dixmier (1969), page 166, Proposition 4) 

Let 1E } be a fundamental set of sections such that for i , j = 1,2 . . 

6.) --* (( t (6.) ), t j  (6) ) )) is measurable. Then there exists a unique 

measurable field of sections g containing { 1. 

Proof: Apply the proof of Proposition (V.2.6) to the fundamental set of sections 

{ t } to obtain the M.S.O.B 	}. It clearly follows from Proposition 

(V.2.6) that the map 6) 	(( E ; (6) ),C ; (6) )) is measurable for i, j = 1,2, 

.. 	Consider the set 

• 

g = 	(...)-*((E (co), C i  OW) is measurable for j = 1,2,3... 
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It is evident that g is a linear space and contains the fundamental set of 

sections { t }. For t and e g 

(( t(w), COO = E: 1 	E(6)),C 1(6))))(( C ; (6),C(6)) 
	(V.2.1) 

therefore 6) --• (( E (c.0 ),c(co ))) is measurable. Therefore g is the desired 

measurable field of sections. Its uniqueness follows is self evident. ■ 

V.3 MEASURABILI1Y OF OPERATOR VALUED SECITON 

The set of linear Symmetric operators on H(6) ) with dense domain is 

denoted by g (H(c,) )) and Self-adjoint operators by F 	H(6) )). 

V.3.1 Definition : 

An assignment of a linear operator in H(6) ) to each 6) e 1 is called an 

Operator Valued Section. • 

V.3.2 Definition : 

A bounded operator valued section co —• A(6) ) is said to be weak# 

measurable iffor t,Ct g, the map co (( A(w )t ), C (co ))) is 

measurable. • 
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However, this definition of measurability does not extend to unbounded 

operator valued sections. For unbounded Symmetric operator valued sections, 

measurability is defined via the 11,surability of the resolvent. An unbounded 

operator valued section A(w) is denoted simply by A 

V.3.3 Definition : 

An unbounded Symmetric operator valued section A, 6.) 	) E 1 s  (H(6) )), 

is said to be weakly measurable if there aigs z o  e C \ such that the map 

(...) —0 (( [A(.6 )+zo]'' 	), Z (c.6 ) )) is measurable V 	, 	e 2. • 

For A E 	and co e SZ, denote the spectral projections of the Self- 

adjoint operator A(w) by EA 	) and for z e C \R , the resolvent [A(w )+z] -' 

by Rz  (A., 

V.3.4 Proposition : 

If an unbounded Self-adjoins operator valued section A is 

weakly measurable then for E , C e se and V z E C\ , the 

map 6) (( Rz  (A, G) )t ), (6) ) )) is measurable. 

Woof: Since the Self-adjoint operator valued section A is measurable there 

exists zo  E C R such that the map 6) --•(( 11.2.(A (A) )E ), (6) ) )) is 

measurable. For each 6) e St , by Proposition (A .17 ) it follows that 
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Rz (A.6.) ) is analytic in the half plane containing z o  and has the 

power series around ; given by 

R z (A, co) = r;.0  (z %)" IR zo (A , 	 (V.3.1) 

which converges in norm in the circle - zo  1 < 1Im (; )1' . This implies that 

R,(A, co) E(co) , C ((o) )) = .  

(V.3.2) 

E: .0 (z-r{{ [1?.t, (A , )]7 1  t((o) , (0)) )) 

is measurable. Clearly this is valid for z in the half plane containing ; . 

Further Rz (A,G) )* = R (A, w ), where z is the conjugate of z. This proves 

that measurability can be extended to the other half plane. IIII 

It can be easily proved that in case of bounded operator valued sections, 

both the notions of measurability are equivalent. In the sequel weakly measurable 

operator valued sections will be called measurable, as no confusion is likely to 

arise. 

V.3.5 Proposition : 

For a Self-adjoins operator valued section A to be measurable it is 
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sufficient if the map w 	((kt4A,w )E 1 (w ), E j (w ) )) is measurable for 

some zo  E C \ R and i, j = 1,2,3 . . and for some fundamental set of 

sections {E } of 2 . 

Proof: Let E , C E g. It has to be shown that the map w (( ROI ► )& (CO C 	))) 

is measurable. Apply the proof of 	Proposition (V.2.6) to the 

fundamental set of sections { } to obtain a M.S.O.B [C }. From the 

Proposition (V.2.6) 	it 	is 	clear 	that 	for i, j := 1,2, . . . the 

measurability of ca 	(( 	)E ; (6) ), E J (c,) ))) implies the measurability 

of w --• (( Rz.(A,w )( (w ),( j (w ) )). As (( R4A,ca 	),C 	))) is a limit 

of measurable functions, viz.: 

“R4(A,w) E(G)),C(6) ))) = 

(V.3.3) 

E7, ((R40,6.9c ;(6)),C1(6))))((E(G)), C; (6)))) (( C;(6)), C(6)))) 

the map w 	(( R,14(A,w )E 	), 	) )) is measurable:. it 

Remark : The above proposition is an extension of Dixmier 41967), page 179, 

Proposition 1 ) which is valid for only bounded operator valued sections. 
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V.3.6 Proposition : 

Let A be a unbounded Self-adjoint operator valued section and 

{toeg be such that for each (A) c fl, & 1 (6) ) E D(A(6) )). Assume 

that for 	E 	, 	(( 	)C 	(6) ) )) is measurable. Further, if 

there exists zo  c C \IR such that { (A+zo  )t } is a fundamental set of 

section, then A is measurable. 

Pawl: Since { (A+zo  )E } is a fundamental set of sections, to prove the meas-

urability of A, by Proposition (V.3.5) it is sufficient to prove that the 

map (A) —0((12ziA,G) )(A(6) ) +zo )t 1 (4 ), (A(w )-t-zo ) ) ))is measurable, 

for i,j = 1 , 2 , .. This follows easily as 6) 	(( E ,(6) (A0)  )+ 7.0 )E J(c, ) ) )) 

is measurable. Therefore A is measurable. NI 

We now state equivalent measurability conditions for Self-adjoint operator 

valued sections. The following result is a straight forward extension of the ideas of 

Kirsch et. al. (1987). 

V.3.7 Proposition : 

Let co -4- A(6) ) be a Self-adjoin: operator valued section. Then the following. 
• 

conditions are equivalent. 

1. The map u) --• E l  (A, 	is measurable for each A e 
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2. The map (A) 	e" A( ' )  is measurable for each t e 18.- 

3. The map (A) 	Rz 	) for zeC \ R. 

Proof : Let E,Ceg. (1). (2) follows from 

 

((e aA(`))  E(*), C(G)) = 	“ EdA (11,6)) E(G)), ((G) )) 

Assume (2) then for Ins (z) > 0 

R,(A,(a) C((a),C(u)) )) = 	(( e -"( ")  COO, C(A)) )) 

and for Im(z) <0 

(R2(A ►
4 )e(6) ), ‘( (,) ))) = -if e -iv (( e -imMe(ca),C(6))))/ft 

which implies (3). 

(V.3.4) 

(V.3.5) 

(V.3.6) 

• 

Assume (3) then (1) follows from 
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(A(Am)&((a),((w)))=Lth2 840  

f 

1 
E4,o,, 	• 

(V.3.7) 

_;4S// {It- if -4601 4  [t+ic-A001 4) ((..)),C(.9)) dt 

Hence the results. ■ 

Let K(u) ) be a closed §ubspace of H(w ) and E(co ) be the projection onto K() ). 

Our interest is in finding suitable conditions for the measurability of the 

projection valued section o --• E( 

V.3.8 Proposition : 

The projection valued section o -• E(co ) is measurable if there exists 

a sequence } E , such that for every co e fi and for each 1=1,2 . 

. t (Co ) E K(6) ) and { i  (co )} is a total set in K(u) 

Proof: Let t 	g, mimicking the proof of Proposition (V .2.6) and specializing it 

to f t one obtains a sequence of sections ( ) such that for each 

E fl, f ( (tu )) is an orthonormal basis of K(co ). Therefore for t e 2 
• 

• 

Eootoo - Ex t(6)) , ck(6))))c.,.(6) 
	

(V.3.8) 
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Hence 

<<E(w)(o)),C(w)))=((E(w)(w),E(w)C(o)))) 

Q69.(k(6)))) (( Ck(w) , ((() ))) 

(V.3.9) 

As the right hand side is a limit of measurable functions, the result 

follows. M 

V.4 ERGODIC PROPERTIES OF RANDOM FIELDS OF OPERATORS: 

Consider the Probability Space (f1,8' ,P) . Let T be a 8roup of measure 

preserving automorphisms. Consider R3  with the usual additive group structure. It 

is assumed that there exists a homomorphism T: R3 -• T even by T(a)-•.T. 

with Tao Tb = Ts+b , and To  =1, where I is the identity in T This action of 

R3  is assumed to be ergodic i.e. if for A e , T. (A) = A V a e R3  then 

P (A) = 0 or 1. Clearly if F : ft R is measurable and F (IV(w ) ) = F (c.) ) 

V a c R'31  then P is almost surely a constant. Further we assume that for 

each a e R3  there exists isomorphisms D,: H (o) ) H (T,((,) )) such that 

for a, b e R3 , De Db  = Ds +b. 
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V.4.1 Definition : 

An operator valued section A is said to be a Random Flow of 

Operators ( in short RE0.) if A (T,(co ))=D,A (co )D:' for eve'' ,  a e le and 

e 

If A is a measurable R. F. 0. of Self-adjoint operators, then it follows 

from Proposition (V.3.4) and (V.3.7) that for each A e R, the map co —• EA (A w ) is 

measurable. It can be easily proved that the measurable family of projections 

is also a random flow. 

V.4.2 Proposition : 

Let E(6) ) be a measurable projection valued R.F.O. then dim (E(co )) is 

almost surely a constant. 

Proof: Let {E } be a M.S.0.8 of g . It can be easily seen that 

dim[E(w)]= LttEmEmo),E ;00)) 
	

(V.4.1) 

is measurable. Using the fact that E(o) ) is a random flow it follows that 

• 
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dim[E(Ta(6.))1= E;  ((E( Ta(w)) E ;  (7,(w)), 	Ta(o))))) 

= 	Da E(w) D.1  EAT,(6.)), ; (7;(6.)))) 	 (V.4.2) 

Ei ((E(6.)D, i  t i(T,(4))),D; 1  E i ( .7;(4))))) = aGm tE (co)] 

This implies that dim ( E(co )) is invariant under { T , } for a e R3. As 

dim ( E (4) ) ) is. an invariant measurable function, ergodicity implies that 

it is almost surely a constant. III 

Denote the range of (A (co ) ± ) by Ran (A(o) ) ± ii) and their 

orthogonal complements by Ran (A(w ) ± II ) 1  . 

V.4.3 Proposition : 

Let A be a measurable random flow of Symmetric operator valued sections and 

E±  (A, w )be the projection onto subspaces Ran (No) )± il)1  . If Et  (A, ) are 

measurable, then the Deficiency Indices ni(A,G) ) = dim E„(A,(.0 )1 of 

A are almost surely constants. 

Proof : Let { } be a M.S.O.B of g . Then 

 

• 

dim[Ran (A(6))± )` I = E,.(( E.±  (4)E ,.((a) , AG)) )) (V.4.3) 
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is a measurable function. As A is a random flow, dim [ Ran (A(c.a ) ± il 

is invariant under {T.} se It44  :ThiS implies that (A, ) are invariant measurable 

functions. By ergodicity it follows that n ± (A,(.4) ) are almost surely constants. 

This proves the result. 11 

For a self-adjoint operator A we denote the spectrum, discrete spectrum 

and essential spectrum of A by a (A), a d. (A) and ac,„, (A). 

V.4.4 Proposition : 

Let A be a measurable random flow of self-adjoins operatotx then a(A(c.0 )), 

adi,,(A(6) )) and a(A(co )) are almost surely independent of co. 

Proof: A is a measurable random flow of self-adjoint operators, therefore for each 

e R , (.4) 	EA (A, ) is a measurable random flow of projections. 

• 

Proposition (A.18) implies that A e a ( A(G) ) ) if and only if 

[ E„ )- Ei,(A,G) )1 96  0 for all p,,v e Q and p < A < v i.e. 

dim [ E v (A,G) )- E,(A,ria ) > 0. From Proposition ( V.4.2) it is known 

that dim [ E, (A, ca ) )1 is an invariant measurable function, 

therefore by the ergodicity assumption it is almost surely a constant. This 

implies that a(A(6) )) is independent of w . 

It is also follows from the definition (A.19) of essential spectrum 
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that A e cr. (A (co )) if and only if dim E v  (Am )—E,,(A,co )1 co for 

all it. , v e Q andik < A < v. Again Proposition ( V.4.2 ) implies that 

dim[ Ev  ) Ei, ) ] is an invariant measurable function and 

therefore almost surely constant. 

As adi,(A( )) = cr(A(co 	isre.(A(co )) it follows that adi4A(co )) is also 

independent of co . ■ 

It can be shown that under additional assumptions on isometrics .{ D 1 } 

for a e >> , the discrete spectrum of a measurable random fi ,Dw of Self-adjoint 

operators is almost surely empty. 

Consider the subset 6) c g defined by 

P =1E E g I ((.1)0:1  E (Tai(  )), 	C  a (6.)))) =0 for 	} 

where { a i  } is some countably infinite subset of 18? . 

V.4.5 Proposition : 

Let E(w) be a measurable random flow of projections. If P c g is a 

fundamental set of sections then either dim I E(co = oc almost surely or 

dim [ E( )] = 0 almost surely. 
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Prof: Trace of E (to) is an invariant measurable function. Therefore it is a 

constant almost surely. Hence J Tr [ E(6) ) ] dP(6) ) = Tr I E (to )1 almost 

surely. 

Let t e 6) with (( t (co ), t (co )))=1 almost surely and O i l c 	be such 

that ((D,, , -1  t (T. , (6))),/). 	t (Ta, (6))) )) = U for i96j. Then for any 

positive integer N 

Tr[E(60],r4 	t 	 (Tepo)))) 	(V.4.4) 

Taking expectation with respect to P and using the random flow property 

of E (to ) 

f Tr[ EMI dP (0) 

	

Elyd  (( b(te) D ai-1  t(Tei ((o), 	t(Tai 0.0)) cIP (o) (V.4.5) 

=E7. f 	T., (4)) t( (4)) 	T„, (4)) >> dP(4)) 

Since T, 's are measure preserving 

• 
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TrI.EM1= fTr[EM] dP(o)) N f ((E(6))C (G), t (G))) dP(6)) 	(V.4.6) 

Thus if 

5 (( E (u) ) (cia 	(co ) )) dP(.) ) > 0 for some 	e 6), 

then dim [ E 	) = Tr [ E (co) = co almost surely. Suppose now 

that 

E( ) ( ) , (co ) dP (6) ) 0 for every t 

then we get (( EN ) E (6) ) , E (co ) ))=0 almost surely. Therefore from 

the density of the set 6) c g it follows that dim [ EN ) = 0 almost 

surely. 1111 

V.4.6 Proposition : 

Let A be a measurable random flow of Self-adjoint operators and assume 

that 9 c g is a fundamental set of sections. Then adt (A( w )) as a set 

function of 4) is almost surely empty 

Prof: As A is a measurable random flow of operators, Proposition (V.4.4) implies 

that (ON )) as a set function is independent of w . Let A € cr(AN )). 
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Then it follows that for all e > 0 , [ EA (A, to ) -EA  „(Am ) is a random 

flow of projections. From the density assumption on 9 , it follows from 

Proposition ( V.4.5 ) that either dim [ Ex . , (A, ) -EA  +. (A, ) I is 0 or 

00 almost surely for every e > 0. Since X e a (A(w )) implies 

that dim [ EA , AAR) ) -EA 4., ( A, to )1 0 it follows that 

dim [ El .. (A• )-Ex 44/1/4 6) 
	almost surely. Which proves the 

result. 111 

V.5 EXAMPLE : 

The formal differential operator -A 2  as defined in Equation (V.1.1) can 

be given a well-defined mathematical meaning as follows. 

The sound velocity C (x, ) and density p (x,(.0 ) are assumed to be 

strictly homogeneous random fields i.e. there exists a Probability space 

(11,8' , P), with the additive group le acting as a group of measure 

preserving transformations a - ■ T, with T, : , T, 0 Tb  = Ts+b To = 

p (x,6) ) = q (w )) and C 2  (X. 63 ) = c T1( )). Physically one requires that the 

density and sound speed be non-negative bounded random fields i.e. 

01/4 a3  s ri(to ) a2  <00 and 0 < c1  c() c2  < 00 almost surely. One would 

require that theie random fields. of CZ  : flx le -*R+ and p : flxle -.R+ be 
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measurable with respect to the product a-algebra. This enables one to define the 

Hilbert spaces 

10)= { 	 I f IT(x)I[p(x,ca)C2 (xca)] 4  dr < co 

The inner product of the Hilbert space HOD ) will denoted by ((•, •))„ . Due to the 

boundedness on C 2  and p, the Hilbert spaces 11((i) ) I cia c ) are equal as sets 

and their norms are equivalent. Further it can be proved that these norms are 

equivalent to the norm on L 2  (R3). For every co c fl, consider the quadratic form 

defined on Cow(183) by 

Q.(4g)=((1,-A2s)),) 	 (V.5.1) 

It follows that 

00( 4g) = ((i; -V(P -1 V g))) L2 =4P -IN 4)4,2 
	 (V.5.2) 

This proves that Qw  is a positive form, where ((.,.))cis the inner-product on 

L2  (R 3). Infact since 

• 
a2 -1 (( Vf, Of ))/ 2 	VE, p -1  Vf)) L2cgi ' ((VI; Vf ))L2 (V.5.3) • 

The quadratic form (:)„ is closable and the closure has the form domain same as 
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the form domain of the quadratic form Q(f g)=(( f ,-V 2 g ))1 z defined on the 

dense subspace Co' ) of L2  (l3 ). Without much ado we denote its closure by 

the same symbol Q. and denote the form domain by D. Since Q. is a closed 

positive form, Proposition (A.25) implies that Q. (f , g) =(( f , B(6.) ) g )). , where 

B(w ) is a positive Self-adjoint operator. 

The strict homogeneity of p and C2  implies that for a e i3 and to e fl„ 

111 )(x) 	(x-a) is an isometric isomorphism from H (to ) to H (1',(w )). 

Consider the set. of sections 

5 ={E (w)= f for all w eft where feD } 

Clearly, for every E ,C e 5 , it follows that the map co —, ((t (co ) 	(6) ))) is 

measurable. It is also evident that 5 contains a fundamental, set of sections. 

Therefore by Proposition (V.2.7), 5 generates a measurable field of sections g. 

We now prove that B is measurable. For ,C e y , it is clear that the 

map co 	(( (co ), B(w )C 	)))w  is well defined and measurable. Let e 

be fixed. As B (w ° ) is Self-adjoint, one can choose a sequence 	e D 

such that { (B(0)+H) odr.,, is dense in H(wP). Our aim is to prove that 

(B(w )+i1 ) (Al i" . 1  is dense in H(w ) V to e 1/ . We make use of the following. 

inequality, which can be easily proved 
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IMB(6))+11)(1),41 )) 0 1k-Y-1 1(((B(wP)4. ii)4),* )) 001 
02 02 

(V.5.4) 

Therefore I (( ( B(o) )+iI ) 	))„ I = 0 implies I (( ( B(6) 12  )+ii ) 4i, ,4, ))01 = 0 

for 1=1,2, — . . As (13(w°  )+iI )4) i  is dense in H(oi °  ), it follows that tit = 0. 

Therefore { (B(G) )+iI ) ) 1  dense in H(w ) V W. E 11. Now choosing the 

fundamental set of sections to be { (13(6) )+H)cip i  in Proposition ( V.3.6 ) it can 

be proved that B(w) is measurable. 

One can verify that B is a random flow. Using the abstract theory 

developed earlier some spectral properties of B can be obtained. 

Proposition (V.4.4) implies that the spectrum, discrete spectrum and essential 

spectrum as set functions of (a are almost surely constants. 

Let 40 € 	(le) with support contained in { (x 1 , xz , x3) I -a.< xi< a i=1,2,3} 

for some a e R and a > O. Let e 5 be defined by 4,(w )= c almost surely. It 

clearly follows that 

(( D2 • —1  Ci) ( T2 m  • (G)) , 	D2 	[CI(T2 na  (CO )) = 0 for m, n =1,2,3, . 

mon. Since Ccr(Ra ) is dense in H(w ) for every 6.) E C, it follows from 

Prpposition (V.4.6) that the discrete spectrum of -A 2 (6.) ) is almost surely empty. 

The Cauchy Initial Value Problem for the evolution Equation (V.1.1) can 
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now be formulated in the language of measurable I-filbert Bundles. First of all 

as H(c,) ) are all identical as sets, one can take the initial values 

u (0, x) = F(x) , u t  (0, x) =g(x) f , g 	(1e) 

as sections taking a constant value. With this identification, the initial values are 

again measurable sections. The solution of the initial value problem now follows 

easily (see for example Carmona and Lacroix (1990), Chapter III , page 119 ) and 

is explicitly given by • 

u(4.0) = Co: (t A(c))) f + 
A(a)) 

 Sin ( t A(a))) g 

Clearly this is a measurable random field. Both its uniqueness and global nature are 

self evident. 

Summarizing this chapter we have 

V.S.1 Theorem : 

The formal differential operator -A2  arising in under water acoustics, with sound 

velocity C 2 (x,to ) and density p (x, ca ) strictly statistically homogeneous, has 

a non-random spectrum. Further the essential spectrum and 11w discrete spectrum 

are non random and the discrete spectrum is almost sumo ,  empty. I 
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V.5.2 Theorem : 

The initial value problem for the evolution Equation (V.1.1) with initial data 

lying in L2  (R 3 ) admits a unique, global solution which is a measurable 

random field ■ 

With the last theorem in hand one can rest assured that one can iudeed talk of the 

statistical character of the solution with some Nnfidence. 

• 
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CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

In this final chapter of the Thesis a critical evaluation of the results 

reported in the Thesis , the open problems unearthed and possible developments that 

could occur are presented. 

Before proceeding any further, making a statement regarding the aims and 

objectives of the work reported here, is worthwhile. This work w is not carried out 

with an intention of extending and improving upon the work of others. Nor was 

it intended to create and investigate structures with no bearing on naturally 

occurring physical systems. What is intended is to explore with the best possible 

mathematical rigour, using which ever structures the problem at hand demands, 

problems of interest to Oceanologists. Having made the philosophy guiding the 

work explicit, it is time to get on with the subject at hand. 

One of the principal problems considered in this Thesis is the possibility of • 
the existence of well-defined Probability measures which arr.., invariant under 

evolution for a 'Two-Layer Quasi-Oeostrophic Model. This problem was inspired by 
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the efforts of Oceanologist and Fluid Dynamicians on one hand and the work of 

Albeverio et. al. on Two-Dimensional Euler fluids. The fact that Quasi-Geostrophic 

systems are governed by equations akin to those governing two dimensional Euler 

fluid flows is the key to the resolution of the problem. Two dimensional Quasi-

Geostrophic flows are much more complex then the Eulerian one's. They are the 

flows that control the weather in the atmosphere and the oceanic energetics. 

Mathematically it was found necessary to work in a Rigged Hilbert Space to 

construct Canonical Gaussian Measures. The construction of the Kraichnan-

Albeverio measure for this system required the Renonnalization of Energy. The 

study of dynamics made it imperative that the vector field associated with 

the flow be appropriately regularized. Once these steps had been executed 

was possible to reduce the problem of invariance of the constructed 

measures to the proof of the Self-adjointness of the associated Liouville 

operator. This operator is a first order Partial Differential Operator in 

countably infinitely many variables with variable coefficients. The proof of 

Self-adjointness of any specific operator is usually a formidable task 

involving a lot of hard analysis. It has not been possible to prove Self-

adjointness or even essential self-adjointness. This is identical to the situation 

iq the work on two dimensional periodic Euler Flows. Symmetry and 

equality of its Deficiency Indices could be proved. This] implies that the 

problem of uniqueness of the dynamics has been left unresolved, nevertheless 
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the infinitesimal invariance i.e. local invariance of the constructed. measure has 

been proved. The problem of global invariance has been left open. It is worth 

pointing out that these measure are the analog of the Liouville Measures for 

systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom whose existence was hinted at by 

Marsden. The family of mutually singular measures constructed, if shown to be 

globally invariant, will be but a second example of invariant measures for systems 

with infinitely many degrees of freedom. 

The second problem considered is a much vexed problem of the existence, 

uniqueness and measurability of solution of the Wave Equation governing the 

evolution of acoustic disturbances in a medium with random density inhomogene-

ities. This problem lies at the very foundation of all work of Underwater 

Acoustics, the importance of which to Sonar and Under Water Tomography hardly 

need to be stressed. Here one is obliged to deal with a Stochastic Partial 

Differential Equation of the Hyperbolic type with random fields as coefficients. 

The variability of the density precludes any attempt based on the theory of 

Random Operators in a Hilbert space. If the density variations are deterministic, 

the theory defies formulation in a single Hilbert Space. It naturally requires a 

formulation based on the theory of Measurable Hilbert Bundles. Measurable 

Hilbert Bundles have been considered and studied at great length by workers of 

the theory of Group Representation, like Mackey ( 1978) , Naimark (1972 ), 
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Fell (1988) and others. Normally one does not distinguish between isomorphic 

Hilbert spaces in the theory of Measurable Hilbert Bundles. In the problem 

considered in this Thesis, for physical reasons, it is necessary to keep the distinction 

alive as the fibers are associated with realizations of various random densities. 

In this Thesis the simplest possible definition of measurability of sections is adopted. 

This allows for the notion of measurability of operator valued sections to be 

developed naturally. Usually the density and sound velocity are assumed to be 

Statistically strictly homogeneous. Once this assumption is made, a new class of 

Random Operator Fields can be defined i.e. Random Flow of Operators. 

Under the hypothesis of ergodicity of random density and sound velocity fields , 

A a number of simplification occur. One has an isomotphisii*:„ between fibers over 

different points located on the same orbit. With this geometrical oonsequence, a 

number of results on the ergodic properties of the spectra have ben obtained for 

Symmetric-operator valued sections. These results enable one to pose the problem 

of evolution of an acoustic disturbance in the frame work of the theory of 

measurable Hilbert bundles. It has been shown that the Cauchy problem admits, 

a unique, weakly measurable, global solution. Despite this success a caveat must be 

insisted on. At the ground level an Engineer or an Oceanographer collects 

statistical information on the acoustic field and correlates it with the density 

variation. The Operator Theoretic formalism adopted in this Thesis does not go far 

enough to be able to accommodate the calculation of these things. 
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Therefore what is reported in this Thesis opens up new areas for 

investigations. These lie both in the theory of infinite dimensional dynamical 

systems and the construction of invariant measures on their phase space and 

in the theory of Underwater Acoustics. These open problems are : 

1. Proof of Self adjointness of the Liouville Operator defined in Equation 

(IV.5.1). 

2. Interpretation of these measures. 

3. The study of statistics of the solutions of the evolution Equation (V.1.1) and 

their relationship to the statistics of the density fluctuations. 

4. Explore the possibility of wave trapping. This would require establishing a 

connection between the spectrum of A and the propagational characteristics 

of the wave. Even if the density variations are deterministic no such 

connection appears to have been established. 

This Thesis is a Thesis in Applied Mathematics. The problems chosen for 

investigation are those that occur in nature. It is natural to ask whether one requires 

all the machinary used to draw conclusions about nature. The answer perhaps can 

be best given by paraphrasing a statement of Screven, the famous Chemical 
• 

•Engineer " It may even be necessary to be sophisticated in order to find that 

sophistication is unnecessary". 
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APPENDIX A 

SOME RESULTS FROM FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 

Let H (respectively h ) denote a separable Hilbert space with inner 

product ((•,•)) over the field of complex numbers C (respectively over the.field 

of real numbers R ). Denote the collection of bounded linear operators on H 

(respectively h) by B(H) (respectively B(h) ). The collection of liliear o'perators on 

H (respectively 11) is denoted by g (H) (respectively g (h) ). The domain of a 

linear operator T is denoted by D(i) and its range by Ran (T). Every linear 

operator T which is densely defined admits an adjoint T* in g (H) 

(respectively 4'. OD. such that for T, S e g (H) (respectively J 0)) and a e C 

( respectively R ), 

( a T )*= E T * , (T+S )* T*-1- S* 

and 

,(T S)*= S*T*, 

whenever product is defined. 
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Al. Definition 

An operator T on H ( respectively h) ) is said to be Anti-linear if for , 

e H (respectively h ), T (a (/) +/3 ter ) = 	(A)+. # T( 4i  ) • 

A.2 Definition : 

T f g (H) ( respectively g (h)) is said to be a Posithe Operator if 

(( 	,T(I) )) 	0 V (I) c D(T). • 

A.3 Definition : 

Let T c g (H) ( respectively V (h) ). The Graph of T is the set 

r(r) ={ 4), T ) 	(I) c D(T) } 	H x H (respectively h x h). • 

A.4 Definition : 

T c 2 (H) (respectively g (h)) is said to be a Closed Operator if its Graph 

r(T) is a Hilbert space with respect to inner product 

(( ( . 1  ,4)2), CP ;IP 	)) 	(( I ,‘P 1 )) + (( (1) 2  ,11  2 )) • 

A.5 Definition : 

Let T E g (H) ( respectively (h)), an operator T1  f. 	(H) ( respectively 

(h)) is said to be an Ii,Aension of 1' if D(T) c D(T) and 

T (I) = T 1 (1) V (I) e D(T) This is denoted by 	T j  • 
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A.6 Definition : 

An operator T c g (H) ( respectively V (h) ) is said to be Closable if it has 

a Closed Extension. The smallest Closed Extension is called its Closure. • 

A.7 Definition : 

An operator T c g (H) ( respectively g (h)) is said to be Symmetric if 

T c T*. • 

A.S Definition : 

A Symmetric operator T is said to be Self-adjoint if D(T) = D(T*) 

and T (I) = T* (I) for (1) c D(T) • 

The adjoint of an operator is always a closed operator. This implies that every 

Symmetric operator is closable. 

A.9 Definition : 

A Symmetric operator is said to be Essentially Self-adjolnt if its closure is 

Self-adjoint. • 

• 

A.10 Definition : 

The Deficiency Indices of an operator T 	(H) ( lespectively g (h)) are the 
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integers dim [ Ran (T±il)` J, where Ran (T:til) 1  is the orthogonal 

complement of Ran (T± a) • 

A.11 Theorem : 

Let T be a 4mmetric Operator. Then T has Self-adjoins Extensions if T has 

equal Deficiency Indices. If the Deficiency Indices are both equal to 0 then T 

is Essentially Self-adjoint. 

Proof : Reed and Simon II ( 1975 , Theorem X.2). ■ 

A.12 Definition : 

An operator J is said to be a Conjugation if it is anti- linear, norm 

preserving and J z = L A 

A.13 Theorem : ( von-Neumann's Theorem) 

Lei T be a Symmetric Operator and suppose That there exists a 

Conjugation J with J: D(T)---013(1) and J T=T J. Then T has equal 

Deficiency Indices and therefore Self-adjoin! F.,:xtensions. 

• 

Proof : Reed and Simon II ( 1975, Theorem X.3 ). ■ 
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A.14 Theorem : ( Stone's Theorem ) 

Let U(t) be a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group on a Hilbert 

space H ( respectively h) . Then there is a Self-adjoint operator T on H 

( respectively h) so that U(t)=e u T  • 

Proof : Reed and Simon I ( 1980 , Theorem VII.8 ). ■ 

Now we state the Spectral Theorem in Projection Valued Measure form. 

A.15 Theorem -: (Spectral Theorem-Projection Valued Measure fonn ) 

There exists a one-one correspondence between a Self-a4oint Operator T and 

Projection Valued Measure { En  } on H respectively h ), the correspondence 

being given by 

I: A dEl  

If g is a real valued Borel measurable function on R, then 

g(T) = f g(A) dE A  

is a densely defined Self- adjoin! Operator. 

Pmof : Reed and Simon 1 ( 1980 , Theorem VIII. 6 ). 
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A.16 Definition : 

Let T e (H) ( respectively (h) ), A e C is said to be in the Resolvent 

set p (1) of T if T-1 I is a bijection with bounded inverse. If 

p (T) then is said to be in the Spectrum a(T) of T. • 

A.17 Proposition : 

Let T be a closed densely defined linear operator. Then the Resolvent set of 

T is an open subset of the complex plane on which the resolvent is an 

analytic operator-valued function. 

Proof : Reed and Simon I ( 1980 , Theorem VIII.2). 

A.18 Proposition : 

1 e a(T) if and only if E(  A A +0  0 for every e > 

Proof : Reed and Simon 1 (1980 , Page 236 ). N 

A.19 Definition : 

We say A e (y ea( T) - the Essential Spectrum of 1, if E( A  A +0 is 

infinite dimensional V e > 0 and A e crd ,(1)- the Discrete Spectrum of T, 

if E( A A +0 is finite dimensional for some e > 0 . • 
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A.20 Definition : 

An operator T e B(H) (respectively 13(h)) is said to be a Compact Operator 

if for any bounded set U c H ( respectively h), T (U) is compact in H 

( respectively h ). • 

A.21 Definition 

An Operator T e B(H) ( respectively B(h) ) is said to be a Nuclear 

Operator ( Trace class ) if for an 	orthonormal basis { 	, 

E 1(4. ,T.0.))1 < 09. 	• 

A.22 Definition : 

If T E B(H) ( respectively 13(h)) is a Nuclear operator then the sum 

E I(( ,T ))I is called the Trace of the Operator T and is 

denoted by Tr (1) • 

A.23 Definition : 

An operator T c 13(1-1) ( respectively B(h)) is said to be a Hilbert - Schmidt 

operator if E „ (( 0„ , T* T 	)) < co. • 

• 
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Quadratic Forms : 

A Quadratic Form is a sesqulinear ( respectively Bilinear ) map 

Q: DQ X DQ C ( respectively ), where DQ is a dense linear :subspace of 

H ( respectively h) called the form domain. If 0(4) ,‘P ) 	Q(P , 47) for 

, (I) E D Q  , then Q is called a Symmetric form. If 0(4) , (1) )e 0 for (IP E DQ 

then Q is said to be a Positive Form. If Q(4) A)) M II ( 11 2  then Q is said 

to be Semibounded, where M is some positive real number. 

Let Q be a semibounded quadratic form. Defme 

III 162  = Q(4>, (I) )+M III II 

on 130. It is evident that II lb is a Norm on D o  . 

A.24 Definition : 

A semibounded quadratic form Q is said to be Closed if Do  is closed 

in norm II (I) 1 )  . • 

g.25 Theorem : 

If Q is a closed Semibounded Quadratic Form then Q is a 

quadratic form of a unique Self-adjoins Operator i.e, there- exists a 
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unique Self-a4oint Operator T with 	domain DQ  such that 

Q(c1) , 	) = (( c1 	)) for 'P , (I) t D Q  . 

Proof : Reed and Simon I ( 1980, Theorem VII.15 ). ■ 

A.26 Definition : 

A Semibounded Quadratic Form Q is said to be Closable if 

whenever { cl)„} e D o  is a Cauchy sequence in II L arid II 4). II 	0 as 

n 	co then Q(c1)„,c1).,) --• 0. 	• 

Let Q be a Closable Semibounded Quadratic form and D Q * be 

the set 4) e H such that there exists a sequence { 4„ } e D Q  ; which is 

Cauchy in 11. 16 and II (D. - II 0 as n 00. 'Then for 4) , c DQ *  define 

Q*( 4), T ) = Lim n, Q( 4). , T ), where { 4)„ and { n 	DQ  are Cauchy in 

II 16 with II 4„ - 4 II —• 0 and 11 tis - 11 0 as n --0 00. The closability of Q 

ensures the existence of the above limit. The Quadratic Fonn Q* coincides 

with Q on DQ and is closed. 

A.27 Theorem : (The Friedrichs Extension) 

Let T e (H) ( respectively (h)) be a Positive Symmetric:Operator and 

Q(4), '11  ) := (( , 	)) for 4), 'P e D(T), then Q is Closable and its 
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closure Q* is the Quadratic form of a unique Self-adjoin: Operator V 

i.e. Q*( (I), ) = T )) . T is an Extension of T. This Self adjoin: 

Extension T is called the Friedrichs Extension of T. 

Proof : Reed and Simon II (.1975 , Theorem X. 23 ). ■ 
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APPENDIX B 

AN ALTERNATE APPROACH TO THE CONSTRUCTION 

OF KRIACHNAN-ALBEVERIO MEASURE 

One can think of a Quasi-Geostrophic model as a system ivith a large but a 

finite number of excited modes-the number being arbitrary. It should be noted that 

the conservation laws are still valid if we consider upto the modes 

{ X „ }„ ez.for K2  N <00, where K = (k„ k 2 ) and K2  = k 1 2  +14.2 2 . Consider the 

collection of systems SN with modes { X K N  being excited and all other 

modes being unexcited. The phase space of SN is Rv" , where v(N) is the 

number of elements in the set G N={ K E Z2  / k1  *0 i=1,2 K2  <: N }.The system 

can be described by specifying it as a point in Rv (N) , for some N. 

Let be the one-point compactification of R . Let C b (R`41'11 )•be the algebra 

of all complex valued bounded functions on iiv", with pointwise algebraic 

operations, equipped with supnorm i.e. II f II = Sum If (01 for f E Cb (ON') and 

the involution being complex conjugation. 
C 
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Let Cb (ir ) be the algebra of all complex valued bounded functions 

on with pointwise algebraic operations and equipped with supnorm i.e. 

II f 0 = Supx  If (x)I for f c CI,(1k° ) and the involution being complex conjugation. 

It follows from Stone-Weierstrass theorem (Reed and Simon Vol I (1980), Theorem 

(IV.9) ) that UN CI)  (D "IN)  ) is dense in Cb ). 

Consider the linear functional p N  defined on (41kvN ) by 

2 Xx  -•Ex2<h, 	- y x2  E 
`N  K 2  

PN(f) =-A—  f e  • 	 f(xp x2 ,  • - xv(n ) 	 - drvuv) 
N 

where AN is the normalizing constant. 

It is clear that p N  is a well -defined state on ( -21,0e°)  ) and 

I PN( 	I 	I I fl I 

Therefore as UN  Cbdr" ) is dense in Cb(ir' ), there exists a state p on C IA"), such 

that p restricted to Cb( v(N)  ) is the state p N  . Now application of Riesz-Markov 

Theorem ( Reed and Simon Vol I (1980), Theorem (IV.14)) implies the existence 

of a Probability measure on it" . 

• 
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